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ABSTRACT

The Caddy Lake area is located just north of the Trans Canada

Highway near the Manitoba-0ntario border. The area surveyed is

the eastern and northern contact of a granodiorite batholith in-

truded into Precambrian volcanic and sedimentary rocks.

The survey consisted of 50 miles of traversing us'ing a gamma-

ray spectrometer and BB radioactjve anomalies of various magnitudes

were defined. These anomalies are concentrated along contacts bet-

ween the various rock units Ín the area. 0n the basis of the mea-

sured spectra and hand specimen examination, none of the anomalies

appear to have economic significance.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTION

Fissionable material (materia'l capable of releasing enerqy

through nuclear chain react'ion) can be found in Nature or can be

produced from materials found jn Nature. These source materials are

natural'ly radioactive, but oniy three such materials represent a sig-

nificant source of radiatjon and they are: Uranium, Thorium, and

Potas s i um.

Radioactive materials can be detected using a variety of methods,

but from a practical geophysical approach, interest must lie with the

remote techniques; in this case, Gamma Spectrometry (the detection of

gamma-ray photons em j tted by rad'ioact'ive materi ai s ) .

Gamma-ray photons exhibit certain characteristics that nrake their

detection a rather special geophysical technique. As a rule of thumb,

geophysical methods are deep-penetrating (on the order of several 100's

to 1000's of meters), but due to the properties of rocks and minerals,

are genera'l1y incapab'le of discriminating between possible sources of

an anomaly. 0n the other hando gamma spectrometry offers the capab'ility

of distinguishing between possible sources of a given radioactjve anomaly,

but suffers badly regarding depth of exploration which is typically at

most on the order of a couple of meters or less. This'is a result of

gamma-ray photon absorption on passing through rock and overburden

materials. Radiation attributable to deep sources emits from source

materials that have been transported to the near surface environment
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where detection js possible. This is brouqht about by the mobility of

radioactive minerals accompan'ied by some geologic process; such as

faulting wh'ich may provide an open pathway to the surface.

The ability to differentiate becomes very important in dealing with

uranium, thorium, and potassium as only one (uranium) is of current eco-

nomic importance. Before the jntroduction of gamma spectrometry, the

existing tools of the trade yielded the total number of detectable

radioactive emissions per unit time. These detectable ernissions Ínvolved

Beta particle and in some cases Alpha particle emissions as well as Gamma-

ray photons. Because of an inability to separate and count emissions of

varying energies,'it was possible only to outline an anomalous area

whereupon follow-up was required to determine if indeed there existed

an economic potential. The abi'lity of gamma spectrometry to distinguish

the source of radioactive emissions allows a direct appraìsal of economic

potential and the categorization of an area into one of high priority or

one of low priority. This entails a much hiç¡her degree of confidence;

and thus yields more favourable results with a more efficient use of time

and reduced expenditures.

The area to be discussed takes in approximately 25 square kilometers

of the l'lhiteshell Provincial Park located some 160 kilometers east of the

city of t'Jinnipeg on Highway llumber One (Trans Canada Highway). In par-

ticular, the area of interest is immedjate'ly west of Caddy Lake (Figures

'l and 2).

As a result of past reports regarding radioactive mjneral occur-

rences in the area, the l¡lhiteshell Uranium Syndicate carried out Scin-

tillometer surveys and Sampìinç¡ programs in 1950. Overburden was removed
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in spec'ific areas and a number of deep trenches were cut. A report by

G. D. Springer (1952) for the l4anitoba l4ines Branch sucgested that the

bulk of analyses fa]1 in a rancle of 0.0.l and 0.05 percent U.0*, which

the G.S.C. consjdered encouraginçl for prospect'ing. Some of the analyses

are in the ore grade range between 0.1 and 1.0 percent U30g.

"Much work remains to be done to determine whether ore of com-

mercial grade and volume is present." This quote from Springer (1952)

outlines the basic incentive and motivation behind the survey described

in the following pages

The Field survey involved a large area of ground, which was sub-

iected to a more detailed investigat'ion using a more sophisticated detec-

tion device than had previously been used in the area. To bre specific,

the instrument js a McPhar TV-lA Gamma Spectrometer (Appendix A of this

report is the Operations Manual for the instrument as pub'lished by l.lcPhar

Geophysics).

Past geologic reports covering the area and the Ground Spectrometry

carried out as the basic field work were combjned to give a better under-

stand'ing of the radioactive occurrences in the Caddy Lake area of East-

ern Manitoba.



Figure l. Location map of the work area in the
I¡lhiteshell Provincial Park near the
l4ani toba-Ontario border.
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Figure 2. Survey Areas. The map indicates the
approximate area of the Gamma Spectrometry
survey. This amounted to about 25 square
ki I ometers .
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CHAPTER II
PURPOSE

Obj ecti ves

l) conduct a reconnaissance style survey employing a gamma

spectrometer in an area known to host radioactive occurrences

caused in part by uranium mineralization.

2) develop a systematic procedure of field operations, such that

rapid ground coverage can be accomp'lished while maintaining

the ful'l capabÍlities of the equipment. In the process;

attempting to outline what would be considered unreliable

field procedures to avoid the collection of imelevant data.

3) provide an appraisaj of economic potential for uranium miner-

al ization in the area and recommend further work, if indicated

by the reconnaissance survey.

ABpröach

At the outset of the project traverse lines were set up in much

the same manner as a Conventional Grid system. An attempt was made with

pace and compass to fol'low predetermined paralìel traverse lines selected

from airphotos. In the first area, immediate'ly west of Caddy Lake (Un.it

#6, tigure 3), this worked quite well as there is a very large portion

of outcrop making anything other than a systematic search of the

area impractical.

I
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The instrument h,as operated making use of its greatest sensitivity
(lowest scale factor and lowest energy threshold permitting the detec-

tion of any gamma flux encountered), while carried at hip level and

switched on at all times. In this manner, after preadjusting the in-

strument to nullify the normal background gamma flux emítted by the host

rock, the operator was able to detect any significant increases in

radioactivity and would then folìow-up with a more detaÍled local inves-

tigation of the occurrence. In addition, readings were taken in areas

of nonanomalous radioactivity to determine background values. In all
cases the type of rock was noted and in specific radioactive occurrences

the approximate size of the surface exposure t,,,as estimated, as well as a

description of the apparent source rock or material. hlherever possible,

samples were collected for analysis.

Throughout the survey, the treatment of individual sample siteso

whether background or radioactive occurence, did not change. However,

the frequency of the background reading was increased. This modifica-

tion required that specific background values of the host rock be col-

lected at regular intervals throughout individual traverses. In addi-

tion, background values v{,ere recorded whenever an anomalous occurrence

v'/as encountered. These rneadings were taken in the,local vicinity of

the anomaly at positions that would ensure no contribution to the back-

ground val ue by the anomaly.

An attempt to cover a second area using a regular grid similar

to that used in the first area described above was not practicaì. This

second area involves a different rock type and is characteristically
covered with a great exPanse of oyer:burden material combined with dense
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fo]iage. under these conditions, it is evident that the practice of

fo]lowing predetermined parallel traverse lines will lead to an inade-

quate coverage of ground. There is very little outcrop and certainly

some of the outcrops that should have been investigated would not have

been under the previous practices.

It became apparent that the best means with which to cover the

second area involved selecting traverses in such a manner as to intersect

as many outcrops as possib'le. These outcrops were located on airphotos

and then traverses were established, which would brÍng about their even-

tual investigation. This procedure was practiced throughout the re-

maining survey and resulted in reliable coverage of the ground.

In areas investigated for radioactivity recommendations regarding

recording of atmospheric background suggest that samples be taken in

locales where the underlying materials be road beds, su/amps,'lakes, and

areas of deep overburden. These surficial features are judged to be

composed of materials that will not contribute significant amounts of

radiation to measurable atmospheric levels.

Highways and surrounding secondary roads in the Caddy Lake area

afforded convenient locations for background samples. However, it be-

came evident very ear'ly in the program that despite convenience such

sites are totally unreliable as a basis for background values. These

road beds as in all of the Canadian Shield are composed of a mixture of

various rock types available in the immediate area. The readings taken

on the road beds reflected the radiation characteristic of the underlying

rrock fragments rather than the atmospheric background levels, and appeared

yery noisy with relatíve'ly high amplitude variations,
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To venify the cause, ô Short traverse along the road bed was

undertaken. This simple test confirmed the unreliability of road beds

as background sites. The variations prev'iously noted occur over short

distances along the roads and have amplitudes comparable to those noted

between background values representative of specific rock units in the

area.

At this point, it was felt that the use of swamps and areas of

deep overburden would similarly not provide suitable atmospheric back-

ground sites. There would be too many associated unknowns to attempt

to expla'in any variations that may be noted. In the final analysiso the

only useful information concerning the interpretations of a radioactive

occurrence are atmospheric and host rock backgrounds. Swamps and areas

of overburden typical'ly yield values which fall between atmospheric and

host rock backgr:ound values and have no direct influence on any given

occumence found in this program.

Pure uncontaminated atmospheric background radiation is isolated

most effectively when the monitoring is done over water. In this case,

the few feet of water under the dock at the University of Manitoba Field

school Facility located at star Lake (Figure 2) provided sufficient

shielding for the intended purpose.

To determine the atmospheric backgr:ound, a series of values were

recorded in the morning before the day's v{ork and in the evening after

the day's work. In all cases, the instrument was allowed to become

temperature stable, (i.e. if br:ought out in the morning, the instrument

was given sufficient time to reduce to ambient temperaturre) and was then

completeìy calibrated as desoíbed in the 0pernations Manual (Append'ix A)
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before any recording of background values. Temperatures in the mornings

and evenings from day to day at this time of the year (September - 0ctober)

were comparable. Each series of readings comprÍsed ten individual sam-

ples taken over several minutes.

In addition to the establishment of atmospheric backgrounds, an

attempt was made to measure the effect of drift in the calibration. Mech-

anical vibration and temperature changes will cause the instrument cali-
bration to drift. This alters the value of specific energy thresholds

within the instrument used to discriminate gamma photons. The resultant

will be an incomect estimatioüì,,0f equivalent uranium content derivable

from the recorded values. There was no attempt to define the magnitude

of the error, simp'ly to establÍsh whether or not it ís significant. The

results show that any errors derived from drift due to mechanical vibra-

tion or temperature change are insignificant; re'lative to amplitudes asso-

ciated with radioactive occurrences and general host rock backgrounds.

The drift caused by normal survey procedures is a smail percent (s per-

cent) of the atmospheric values and with the exception of Keewatin vol-

canic rocks, the host rock backgrounds and the numerous anomalous occur-

rences of radioactivity are orders of magnitude above drift levels.

The approach to be taken with the data that has been collected in

the previously described manner will be to initial]y look at all the re-

corded backgr:ound values (atmospheric and host rocks), and determine spe-

cific values to attach to each gr:oup. This specific value will be the

Mean of all background values associated with one source. Accompanying

the Mean (Table 7 and 8; chapter 5) will be a plot of the distribution

of backgr:ound values (Figures 7, B, g,]0, and 1l), so that there may
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be an appraisa'l of any differences indicated by the Means.

Any distÍnct differences will be exp'lained using samples collected

and the availab'le geological information.

Due to the compositional nature of the rocks in the area, no oc-

currence will be called Anomalous unless it exhibits a level of radiation

at least four times that of the host rock. This rule will also keep the

numbers to a manageable level. Each of the six distinct rock units ex-

plored will be discussed in turn; re]ative to those anomalous occurrences

within that unit. An effort to explain the anomalies will be made and

any anomalies that appear to be caused by uranium mineralization will be

compared and discussed as part of Chapter VI (Summary and Conclusions).



CHAPTER TII

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Geology t¡lithin the ThesisJrea

The context of the fol'lowing geology is taken primariìy from

Springer (1952) and deals specifically with the area contained within

the survey boundaries. It is to be understood that those features men-

tioned, in most cases, are readily discernable in the field and have

been observed by the author during acquisition of data discussed.

The rocks in the area are Precambrian with the oldest being

Keewatin (within the period of 1900 - 2700 million years ) volcanic

and sedimentary rocks. These particular rocks have been intruded by

stocks and batholiths of dominantly granodioritic composition (sodic

plagioclase predominates over alkalic feldspars), which contain remnants

of the older sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Table I (Springer, lgsz)

outlines the classification of rocks within the area.

It is apparent from the geologic map in figure 3 that the area

covered by the Spectrometer survey is essential]y the Eastern and Northern

edge of a granodiorite batholith Íntruded into volcanic and sedimentary

rocks. It was along the northern edge of the batholith (paral]el to

Highway #44) that uranium occurrences have been previously investigated

and sampled in the .l950's.

This area (Figure 3) is composed of six distinct rock types, e;-

cìuding minor dykes and sills. The following is a brief description of

t4



Figure 3. Geo'logy of Survey Area. The legend accompanyìng
Figure 3 is a reduced version of the entire legend
associated with the geo'logy map accompanying the
report by Springer, G. D., 1952. Figure 3 represents
the portion of that map which is of concern in the
thesis study area. For this reason, various rock
units not contained within the thesis area have been
deleted from the legend, leaving units numbered as
high as l7 while only l0 of those units are retained
for the purpose of discussion in this thesis.
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these individual types. The termino'logy

is indicated on the accompanying Geologic
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is that of Springer (1952) and

map from that report (Figure 3).

(A) Keewatin Volcanic Rocks

The region to the west and south of Star Lake (Figure 3) is under-

lain by an agglomerate with fragments composed of andesite with some

quartzite and vein quartz also present (unit #3, Figure 3). ThÍs unit

grades into a typical andesite and basalt agglomerate to the west (Unit

#1, Figure 3) with a matrix believed to be of volcanic origin.

(B) Kéêwätin Sêdimèntary Róöks

These rocks lie north of Star Lake (Unit #4, Figure 3) and are

fine-grained and highìy quartzose in composition. Most are dark grey-

wacke with a high percentage of feldspar. These rocks have been meta-

morphosed to garnetiferous schists and a few argillites. l4uch of the

origina'l fine-grained material has been recrystallized into muscovite,

biotite, and rare'ly amphibo'le.

0n1y a small portion of this unit was covered in the subsequent

Spectrometer Survey and that area was characteristicalìy covered with

overburden and dense foìiage, thus making observations vir:tualìy impos-

sibl e.

These Keewatin rocks are portions of a group that make up the

north limb of an ant'iclinal structure that existed prior to intrusions

of the granitic rock masses (Springer , lgSZ).

(c) tvletavol canic an¿ Metase0iment¿iry Rocks

These rocks within the Thesis area (unit #5, Figure 3) are asso-

ciated with the contact between a por:phyritic granodiorite and a grey

gneissic granodiorite and quartz diorite (Unit #6, Figure 3), which are
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believed to be old sedimentary and volcanic rocks that have been subjected

to a process of Granitization. These metavolcanic and metasedimentary

rocks lie in the northernmost portion of the area outlined in Figure 3.

The northernmost band is very continuous and can be traced from Caddy

Lake west for approximately zz kilometers (14 miles). It is in this

band of rocks that the radioactive occurrences have been investigated.

These bands form a major discontinuity aìong which younger granite and

a large amount of pegmatite have intruded. It is the pegmatite that is
the carrier of radioactive minerals and numerous radioactive occurrences

have been ínvestigated in the northernmost band.

The reported occurrences of the radioactivity in the pegmatite from

the work in the 1950's within these metasediments and metavolcanics pro-

vided the primary incentive for the investigation described in this

Thesis.

(D) Grey GneiSSic Gränódiorite ând Qüârtz DiorÍtg

These rocks (Unit #6, Figure 3) are situated on the western shore

of Caddy Lake and extend westward to Highway #44 and off the south end

of Caddy Lake westward beyond l4cGi'll ivary Lake.

considered to be one of the oldest granitic rocks in the area,

this unit has a definite lineation created by an a'lignment of ferromag-

nesian minerals. The average composition is 45% oligoc'lase, 30% quartz,

l0% microcline , 10% biotite, and the remainder accessory minerals.

The granodiorite Ís bel ieved to have been formed by granitization

of old sedimentary and volcanic rocks.

(E) Pór:phyritic Gränodióríte

This rock [Unit #9, fjgure 3) occupies the l¡lestern and Central
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portions of the Thesis area. The outstanding feature of the granodiorite

is the presence of large phenocrysts of microcline. The groundmass is

mostly oligoclase, quartz, and biotite. The rock is typically pink in

colour and in p'laces a distinct gneissosity is developed. Pegmatite

dykes, many of which contain considerable magnetiteo are abundant, but

anomalous radioactivity is low and scattered.

(F) Pink Granodiorite and Biotíte Granite

These rocks (Unit #13, Figure 3) lie to the immediate north of

the band of metavolcanics and metasediments containg the radioactive oc-

currences (Unit #5, Figure 3). The rocks are pink and fine to medium-

grained granodiorite grading to a biotite granite where the percentage

of p'l ag'iocl ase drops to a I ow va I ue. 0'l i gocl ase or andes'i ne, mi croc I 'i ne,

quartzo and biotite are the essential constituents. This rock occurs as

dykes in many of the other granitic rocks.

These six rock types: A, B, C, D, E, and F are the indivjdual

units found in the area under investigation. Excluding the presence of

these rocks either as inclusions or dykes, a breakdown of the relative

amounts of each unit found within the Thesis area would be as is shown

in Table l.
TABLE ].

ROCK TYPE (See Figure 3) PERCENTAGE

Keewatin Volcanic (Units I and 3)
Keewatin Sedimentary (Unit 4)
Metavolcanic and Metasediment (Un'it 5)
Grey Gneissic Granodiorite and Quartz Diorite (Unit 6)
Porphyritic Granodiorite (Unit 9)
Pink Granodiorite and Biotite Granite (Unit l3) "

15%
6%

4%

25%

35%
15%

* Amount of coverage of individual rock types
area.

throughout the Thesis
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As the reported radioactivity is associated primarily with pegma-

titic dykes, it is important to consider them as possible carriers else-

where in the other rock units within this area. There is a particular

abundance of negmatite dykes contained in the Pink Porphyritic Grano-

diorite. These dykes are composed of feldspars, quartz, and mica. Dykes

of a more complex composition containing lithium and beryllium occur to

the south of the porphyritic granodiorite, but outside the Thesis area.

The radioactive pegmatites along Highway #44 in the Norther region also

occur in close proximity to the granodiorite.

There are diabase and lamprophyre dykes scattered throughout the

area' but none of these examined by Springer (1952) showed radioactivity.

As mentioned in the introduction, the uranium mineralization so

far found does not indÍcate the possibility of economic potential. The

best description of these occurrences is the following:
rruranium-bearing minerals occur in persistent pegmatite zones,

which lie near porphyritic granodiorite and gneissic granodiorite. The

pegmatites are associated with altered Keewatin volcanics and sediments.

Most of the work done so far as been concentrated on the eastern half

of the north band (Section c of this chapter) where the best indica-

tions of radioactivity have been found.

"The pegmatites are composed of microcline, albite or olígoc'lase,

biotite, hornblende, apatite, and garnet. pyrite and pyrrhotíte are

present in pìaces. Magnetite is a prominent constituent in fainily
radioactive pegmatites, which intrude the porphyritic granodiorite.

"Higher Geiger counter readings are obtained over most of the

p'laces of high concentration of biotite, but good readings are found also
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where little biotite is present.', (Springer, lgSZ)

In .l949, 
some x-ray work done at the university of Manitoba on

samples from one claim in the area proved the existence of Uraninite.

The report by G. D. Springer (19s2) was selected as the primary

reference on which to base the portion of Chapter III as it was the most

complete. There is a portion of the Thesis area contained within a re-
port by Davies (1953), but the use of any of that information would

have only confused the description. In 1974 - 1g7s, there was another

Geological ttfapping program carried out over an area containing the

Thesis area. so far, on'ly a preliminary copy of the field mapping by

c. F. Lamb has been made available. Th.is preìiminary work generaì1y

agrees with Springer's work, but is in much greater detail and its
adoption would only make the description of the geology in the area of
interest unnecessari]y lengthy and complicated; however, wherever the

detailed information correlates with variations in the gamma spectrometer

work, it will be mentioned.

MineralS and EnVÌronménts

Natura'l uraníum, as it occurs in minerals, is made up of gg.Z74

percent of U - 238,0.72 percent of U - 235, and 0.006 percent of
u - 234. The remaining decay products are neg'ligible by weíght.

Natural thorium occurring in minerals is composed of only one

isotope, Th - 232.

Natural potassium is composed of three isotopes of atomic weights

38, 4'1, and 40 in decreasing order of abundance. Its activity is due

solely to the K - 40 isotope estÍmated to be present to the extent of
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0.012 percent. Because of the percent contents of active isotopes,

it becomes apparent that the gamma photons from potassium are of very

much less intensity and number per unit weight than from an equal weight

of uranium or thorium.

Potass Í um

Natural potassium is contained chiefly in the potash feldspar,

which is one of the main constituents of granites, and to a much lesser

extent in any muscovite or biotite present. Table Z, G. S. C. (19b2)

gives estimated percentages of potassium oxide, KZ}.

TABLE 2: Estimated percentages of Þotassium oxide in some
cornmon rock types.

ROCK TYPE /? Kzo

average granite 4.11% in feldspar and mjca

potash feldspar 11.7%
of Eranite

potash feidspar up to 14%
of pegmatites

Field studies have shown that the radioactivity of the average

granite carrying 4 percent KrO may be turice the minimum background and

other studies have shown th'is to be equivalent to between 0.00.l and

0.002 percent UrO, eguivalent activity. Thus, it may be seen that

activities of two or three times the lowest background count do not

indicate a deposit of possible economic importance, which would require

the material to show at least as much as 0.05 percent U30g equivalent
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activÍty. Anything less than this cannot, on most instances, be consi-
dered promising.

Because of the distinct gamma energy displaced by potassium,

(Figure 4),the Gamma Detector can be set to eliminate photons of this
energy, but commonìy a Reco'nnaissance survey records all radiation.

Therefore, the behaviour of potass'ium permits an evaluatjon of the rela-
tive fraction of the measured radiation level attributable to potassíum.

Regarding the importance of a given anomaly, this constitutes valuable

i nformation.

Thori um

Uranium is by far the most important source material and thor:ium,

the second source material, is only potential'ly important as a practical

source of fissionable material. This potential is a result of the ability
to derive a second fissionable isotope of uranium, U - 233, from thor:ium

in a manner similar to the derivation of plutonium from u - 23g by neu-

tron bombardment.

Since both uranium and thorium minerals are frequenily found toge-

ther, it is useful to be acquainted with the thorium minerals even though

the primary concern is the search for uranium.

The estimated thorium content ofthe earth,s crust is about ten

grams per ton of rock which is three to four times that of uranium.

Despite this, thorium does not have the chemical properties that permit

ease of movement and wide dispersion through the surface rocks of the

earth after original deposition, and, as a result, important high-grade

deposits are even scarcer than those of uranium.
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The number of thorium minerals is small compared to the number of

uranium m'inerals largely because thorium does not readily form, so-called,

secondary minerals produced through the process of weathering. Traces

of thorium have been found in more than 100 minerals, including most of

those contaÍning uranium, but onìy a few contain in excess of I percent

thori um.

The thoriumrninerals occur principally in granites and pegmatites,

or in p'lacer deposits derived from these rocks. The occurrence of thorium

in vein deposits is rare and negligib]e in amount. Thorite and thorian-

ite are the oniy thorium-bearing minerals in which thorium is the major

constituent. For example; monazite, xenotime, gadolinite, and allanite
contain from I to l5 percent thorium.

Monazite is the only mineral of thorium considered to be an ore

mineral. This mÍneral is not direct'ly mined, but rather a by-product

of ilmenite, tin, or gold placer mining with thorium, in turn, a by-pro-

duct of the extraction of rare ear:ths from the monazite.

Monazite [(ce, La, Th) p04] is a phosphate of the rare earthso

princ'ipally cerium, containing I to l5 percent thorium oxide, Thgr, and

from 0.10 to'l percent ug0g. It occurs as pink to brown prismatic crys-

tals or angular fragments in graniteo gneisso and pegmatites. Monazite

is sparsely scattered throughout these primary host rocks, and therefore

does not occur (in these rocks) in high enough grades to be considered

conrnercial. By processes of weathering, the subsequent breakdown of
these primary host rocks permits the transport and eventual concentration

of monazite into grades of commercial value. These typicaììy occur with

sands and grave'ls deposited in rivers and on beaches. It is one of the
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few radioactive minerals that can be relatively easily recognized in the

fi el d.

Although not a commerc'ial source of thorium or uranium, thorianite

(Th}Z) and thorite (ThSiO4) are the two minerals in which thorium is the

principal constituent. Thorianite may contain up to 90 percent ThO, and

can be replaced bV U'OU up to 33 percent, but when it contains l5 or more

percent U30g, it is usually called uranothorianite.

Allanite is probably the most commonly occurring radioactive miner-

als in canada. It is mainly a silicate of the rare earths; aluminum,

calcium, and iron and the ThO, content may reach as much as 3.5 percent,

but the urO, content is rarely more than 0.2 percent. The mineral is

common in granitic rocks, especially Ín any pegmatitic phases and has

been known to form very'large crystals, usually of long tabular form in

pegmatites. hlhen little altered, allanite is black with a glassy lustre,

but it alters easì'ly, typically around the margin of the crystals to a

brownish material.

Titanite (or sphene) is not ordinari'ly classed as a radioactive

mineral, but samples from some Canadian deposits show appreciable acti-
vity due to content of thor:ium.

These are the more common minerals of thorium of which monazite

is the only ore mineral. Descriptions of these minerals and the rest of

the thorium minerals can be found in Nininger (.l955) and Dake et al (ig4l).

Urân i um

It is cu,stomary to divide uranium minerars into two groups; the

primary minerals fqrmqd in pegmatites, veins, etc., and the secondary
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minerals that have'been formed as a result of alternation of the primary

minerals by near-surface weathering processes. trlost of the uranium min-

erals in pegmatites and placers arerefractory; that is, the uranium is
present in combinations which u.".rt".meiy difficult to break down che-

mically in order to recover the uranium. Recovery is difficult and ex-

pensive and the minerals are usually scattered sparse'ly throughout the

deposit. These do not form ore deposits.

PrimAry Urâniúm 0rê Minèrals

These minerals are most common'ly found in veins or pegmatites,

although extensive, f'lat-]ying deposits of pÍtchblende have been found

in sedimentary rocks. They are generally black or dark brown, notice-
ab'ly heavy, often showing a shiny or pitch-1ike luster, and when exposed

to weathering at or near the surface, they may be altered to form bright-
coloured secondary minerals. There are on'ly three known primary uranium

Öre minerals and the most important of these, uraninite and pitchblende,

are really varieties of the same mineral.

uraninite (combined u0, and uOr; 50 to g5 percent u30g) Ís a

natural occurring uranirt orid. with cubic or octahedral crystaì form.

It has a specific gravity of g to r0.5 (iron is 7.gs) and a hardness of
5 to 6, about the same as steel. The mineral has a steel-gray colour

containing a greenish cast sometimes and its streak is black to brown-

black. Its most widespread occu*ence is in pegmatites; however, it is
also an important constituent in nearly al1 important primary deposits,

occurring cìoseiy associated with its massive variety, pitchblende.

0ccurrences are numerous in the canadian Precambrian Shelf, with a typical
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occurrence at Bancroft, 0ntario.

PÍtchblende (combined u0, and uOr;50 to g0 percent u30B) has no

apparent crystal form. It occurs most abundantìy in the rich primary

vein deposits and is the chief constituent of nearly aì1 high-grade

uranium ores, providing the'largest part of a'l'l uranium produced through-

out the world. Pitchblende is lighter than uraninite, having a specific
gravjty of 6 to 9, but its other propertieso except crystaì form, are

the same. It occurs as irregular masses often with a round layered

botryoidal structure.

The principal occurrences of pitchbìende are in primary (hydrother-

ma'l) vein deposits, usually of the medium temperature and pressure type

in igneous and metamorphic rocks and in fiat-lying bedded deposits in

sedimentary rocks. Pitchblende is commonly associated with one or more

of the primary ore minerals of iron, copper, cobalt, 1ead, siìver, and

bismuth; and presence of these minerals ín a location is one indication

of favourable conditions for pitchblende mineralization. It is usually

accompanied by bright-co'loured secondary uranium minerals due to weather-

ing or other alternation. The common'ly associated gangue minerals are

quartz and other silica minerals, carbonates, flouriteo barite, and

hydrocarbons, with quartz, calcite, and dolomite usualìy the most abun-

dant. In vein deposits, pitchblende is most'likely to be deposited in

existing open spaces in rock formations, rather than by replacement of
the rock itself, and the richest deposits occur where large open fractures
were available for filling by the mineralizing solutions.

Deposition of pitchblende is usually accompanied by strong alterj
ationof the wall r:ock along the veins. The presence of hematÍte extending
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from the pitchblende a few inches to a few feet into the wall rock is the

most characteristic feature. The formation of hematite has occurred in

all of the major pitchblende vein deposits and other alteration features

often associated with pitchblende deposition are formation of kaolin,

ch'lorite, sericite, and silica minerals in the wall rock.

In sedimentary depositso such as sandstones and conglomerates,

the pitchblende is deposited between the around the grains of the rock

and in available rock openings. It has also been found in smaller

amounts, disseminated in volcanic rocks.

Davidite (rare earth - iron - titanium oxide; l to'10 percent

U30g) was not considered a significant uranium ore mineral until lg5l

when a substantial uranium deposit was discovered in South Australia.

It has the same hardness as pitchblende, but is somewhat lighter in

weight. It occurs most commonly in angu'lar, irreguiar masses, sometimes

with crystal outlines, but never in round botryoidal shapes like pitch-

blende. Upon weathering, a thin ye1'low-green coatÍng of carnotite or

tyuyanumite may form on its surface and provides an easy means of ten-

tative identification in the field"

Davidite is deposited in hydrothermal veins, presumably at a high-

er temperature and pressure than pitchblende, and these veins are found

in more basic rocks 'l ike gabbro and anorthosite. It is almost never found

as the pure mineral, but in compl.* int.r-growths with ilmenite.

Second¿iry Urâniúm Ore Mineräls

The secondary minerals, instead of the dull bTack, grêv, and brown

colours of the primary minerals, present an array of bright yellows,
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oranges' and greens with some having the property of fluorescence under

ultraviolet ìight. They occur as earthy or powdery materials or as fine,
delicate, needle-like or plate, flake-like crystals.

The secondary minerals have two major modes of occurrence:

l. In the weathered or oxidized zones of primary deposits,

where they are formed by decomposition of the primary minerals
'in pl ace.

2. As irregular, flat-1ying deposits in sedimentary rocks, primarily

sandstones, but also conglomerates, shales, and limestones, formed

by precipitation from solutions that may have carried the uranium

some distance away from the origina'l source.

The secondary minerals ín the weathered zones of primary deposÍts

have contributed significant uranium production in some pìaces where

weathering has been deep, but such occurrences are usual'ly considered

important as indicators of the presence of primary mineralization.

The flat-lying deposits in sedimentary rocks represent the most

important occurrence of the secondary minera'ls, specifically the carno-

tite deposits of the Colorado plateau of Coloradu, Utah, Arizona, and

New tvlexico.

On'ly a few secondary ore minerars occur together in gr:oups of
several of both the ore and non-ore minerals, but in carnotite deposits

the one mineral is predominant. The dominant colours of the secondary

uranium ore minerals are yellow and green, orange being confined pri-
mari'ly to the non-ore minerals.

carnotite (KzO 2u03 vzOs nïr};50 to ss% u30B) is the most impor-

tant of the secondary uranium'ore minerals, having provided some 90
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percent [Nininger (.l955)] of the uranium production from secondary depo-

sÍts. It is 'lemon-yellow with earthy luster, yel'low streak, specifíc
gravity of about four, and a hardness of two to three (easily scratched

with the fingernail). It occurs most commonìy in soft powdery aggregates

of fine crystalline material or thin films or strains, on rocks of other

mi neral s .

Carnotite is found in sandstones in flat-1ying, irregular, partially
bedded ore bodies with most deposits ranging in grade from 0..¡0 percent

to 0.50 percent U30g.

The most common other secondary uranium mineral found associated

with carnotite Ís tyuyamunite and the most common non-uranium minerals

found associated with it are the vanadium minerals.

Tyuyamunite is closeìy related to carnotite, having a chemical for-
mula that is the same except that calcium substitutes for the potassium

(Ca --- K2). Its physica'l properties are the same as carnotite except

for a slightly greener colour and a very.weak yel'low-green fluorescence

not found in carnotite. It is more abundant where there is an apprecía-

ble amount of calcium, usualìy in the form of calcite or limestone.

Torbernite and meta-torbernite (cuO 2u0, pr0s nHrO; 60% u30g)

are hydrous copper uranium phosphates, the on'ly difference between the

two being the number of water molecules. Their physical properties are

identical and they have a bright emerald colour, pearly luster, hardness

of two to two point five, and specific gravity of about 3.5. They occur

Ìn flat, square, translucent crystals, which usually fluoresce with a

faint green colour.

Autunite and meta-autunite (CaO 2U0, prOs nHrO; 60% U308) have
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the same composition as torbernite except calcium substitutes for copper.

The colour is predominantìy lemon or sulpher-ye11ow, a'lthough occasionally
apple-green, and a brilliant yellow to greenish-yellow fluorescence in
ultraviolet light is observed.

The greatest significance of autunite lies in the fact that it is
the most common uranium mineral in the o*iAlzed secondary deposits in ig-
neous rocks of Arid regions, both those related to primary mineralization
and those of unknown origin.

The other two uranium secondary minerals considered to

erals are: uranophane, a hydrated calcium uranium silicate;
ingerite, a complex hydrated sulfate, carbonate, and fluoride
sodium, and uranium [Nininger (lgsb)]. They are very minor,

ingerite bareìy qual ifies as an ore mineral.

More complete descriptions of the uraníum minerals can be found in
Dake et al (1947) and Nininger (1955). For a description of canadian

minerals, consider G. s. c. (1gsz), and Lattanzi et al (1974).

It has been noted in the review by Nishimani et al (1g7-) tfiat there
are certain geo'logical features, which characterize iow-grade uranium

deposits in granitic rocks. The following list is l2 recognized criteria
as quoted directìy from that review:

'iurrurv ot eenerullv Ëavuu"JulJ Criieriu

l. Areas of pr:ovinces *n.*** crust

extensive reworking, appear to be a highly

be ore min-

and schroeck-

of calciumo

and schroeck-

has undergone

favourabl e
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environment for both veín and igneous uranium deposits.

Remobilization and concentraion of uranium can be triggered

by the processes of Granitization (Metamorphism) and Anatexis

(melting of pre-existing rocks).

uranium deposits in pegmatites and aplites (granitic ap'lite,

consisting essentially of quartz, potassium, feldspar, and

acid plagioc]as) occur in areas where numerous other varieties

of uranium deposits have been found, Good areas for future

prospecting are those in which pre-existing deposits have

been recognized or where there is known bedrock enrichment

in uranium.

Quartz monzonite, granite, alaskite gran'ite (granite containing

only a few part of dark minerals) and syenite (donrinance of

alkalic feldspars; orthoclase, microlite or perthite) are

favourable host rocks for deposits of the "porphyry" or pegma-

tite-alaskite-gneiss uranium association. The ore-bearing

pegmatites are characteristically in or at the margins of

these host granitic rock types and may inject the surrounding

country rock.

Economic concentrations of uranium in pegmatites and alaskites

are almost exclusively developed in and around granites, which

lie in upper-amphibolite and amphibol'ite grade (moderate to

high pressure and temperature) metamorphic facies. Thus,

deeply eroded mobile belts are more favourabre for this type

of uranium mineralization than uneroded or srightly eroded.

3.

¿,
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Ore localization generally clusters around structurar trapso

where the late-stage, uranium-rich differentiates may have

migrated during the advanced stages of cooling of the magma.

The crests of major anticlines or other folds are particular]y

favourabl e zones.

Itletasomatized pegmatites are favoured over unaltered varieties.

evidence at Bancroft and Rossing suggests that uranium minerali-

zation was contemporaneous with metasomatism or metasomatic

growth in the pegmatites.

If local faults of shear zones exist in the vicinity of ura-

nium-mineralized pegmatites and aplites, these areas may be

favourable areas to search for lenses or pods of uranium miner-

als, which represent the residue of ore solutions that have

migrated to zones of di'latancy.

The uranium deposits in pegmatites at Bancroft and Rossing

are accompanied by nearby calcite-fluorite-apatite and quartz-

fluorite veins. Vein uranium deposits of this type in the

vicinity of granite bodies may indicate favorabi'rity fon ura-

nium mineralization in the granites and pegmatites.

In general, hydrothermal'ly altered zones around uranium-rich

granites are the most favourable areas to seek uranium

mineral ization.

In addition to the radioactive elements, uranium deposits in

igneous rocks are associated with variab'le, but smail amounts

ofmoìybdenumand fluorine. (Fluorine is believed to form mobile

complexes of uranir¡m under magmatic and hydrothermal conditíons).

6.

7.

9.

10.

8.
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Thus, fluorine-rich granites, pegmatites and veins may con-

stitute higher-probability host rocks than fluorine-poor vari-

eties. [t4uch additional geochemicaì work is needed before any

positive statements can be made on the characteristic elemen-

tal associations of uranium deposits in granites.

ll. Archean terranes are unfavourable areas to search for uranium

deposits in igneous rocks. Aside from conglomerate deposits,

which may range in age up to 2.7 billion yearso there are no

known uranium deposits of Archean Age.

12, Abundant secondary enrichment of pegmatites and alaskítes in

uranium minerals may be due to the effects of unusual climatic

condi t ions.

Referring to the study area (Figure 2), the only member of the above

list indicating unfavourable conditions for uranjum mineralization is

number eleven. Number eleven is yiewed as negative under the assumption

that any uranium present is a remnant of primary mineralization formed

at the same time as the host rock. Given the half-life of uranium, most

primary uranium mineralization of Ar:chean age wiì'l have decayed to a sta-

ble end product leaving amounts to minute to form economic deposits. The

other implication to consider is simpry because of Archean age, the much

longer period of time over which other processes have available in which

to act toward the removal of uranium from the host rock.



CHAPTER IV

GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY

Radiation

All radioelements--including uranium, thorium, and potassium--as

they decay, give off one or more of three types of radiation: A1pha,

Beta, and Gamma.

(l) Alpha Particle (-<)

This particle is a helium nucleus having two protons and two

neutrons. An examp'le of alpha decay is the isotope u - z3g in natural

occurring uranium. The decay is written:

gzuz3g-gorhz34 + z<4

The loss of alpha particle characteristically reduces the atomic

number of the parent isotope (u - z3g) by two units and the atomic

weight by four units.

A characteristic of alpha emission that serves to identify the

emitter is discreet alpha particle energies. Each alpha emitter will
have a set of these energies that distinguish it from other emitters.

For example, consider U - 238; when observing energies of alpha particles

it is found that during 23 percent of the disintegrations 4.13 Mev.

particles are emitted. No other energies are observed, and this set is
characteristic of U - 238.

35
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(2) Bêtâ Particlé (., )

A beta particle is an electron, but rather than coming from the

electrons surrounding the nucleus, it comes from within the nucleus.

The overall effect is to convert a neutron into a proton, which increases

the atomic number by one unit. As an exampre, consider cs - ]|37:

55crl37-uuau137m + ,B

The small rrmrr following the atomic weight of the barium (Ba.'137m) indi-
cates that this daughter Ba - l37m atom is formed in a metastable state.

In contrast to a'lpha particles, beta particles are emitted over a

continuous energy distribution. Each beta emitted has a maximum beta

energy characterizing it. Alll the emitted particles can range in energies

from this maximum down to zero.

(3) G¡imma:ray Phöton ( y )

This is a quantum of electromagnetic radiation like visible 1ight,

X:râjS, radiowaves, etc. In most instances, the daughter nucleus result-
ing from thealpha or beta partic'le emission is left Ín an excited state,

i.e., it possesses energy above its normal state. This excess energy

is released as gamma-ray photons immediateiy following the aipha or beta

decay. This gamma emission produces no change in the atomic number or

atomic weight.

An example of gamma-ray photon emissíon is:

55crl 
rt-lutu137m + ,B

THEN

s6Bul 
rtt-uuBal37 + y
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After the parent cs - .l37 
atom beta decays, the daughter Ba - l37m

atom is a metastable state of Ba - 137. The Ba - l37m decays to the sta-

ble state of Ba - 137 by emitting a gamma photon with a characteristic

energy.

Gamma-ray photons can be affected in a variêtyr,,,sf ways by interactions

with atoms. sometimes a gamma-ray photon may be completely absorbed by

an atom, which then ejects an electron. This phenomenon, called the

photoelectric effect, is important in the detection and measurement of
these photons. Another process called Pair Production occurs when a

gamma photon ís absorbed by the coulombic fields around and in the atom,

causing a positron (e+) and an electron (e-) to be produced. This is a

direct production of mass from energy and has the greatest probabiìity

of occurring with gamma-ray photons of energies greater than or equal

to 1.02 Mev. One other important process is compton scattering. A

gamma photon collides with an atom, causing ejection of an electron, but

only a portion of the photon energy is transferred to the electron. This

also occurs with free electons in a medium. The photon in this case

transfers only a portion of its energy to the electron and afterwards

continues on an altered path with reduced energy. This is the single

most significant means of attenuation of gamma photons in rocks, air,
and water, and is, therefore, important in spectrometic assaying.
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Range, Penêtrâtion, and Ratê of Decay

TABLE 3: A ComparÍson of the Range and penetration
of Alpha, Beta, and Gamma Radiation

RADIATION

ALPHA
PARTI CL E

BETA
PARTICLE

GAITlMA

PHOTON

RANGE IN AIR

0.09 meters

3.00 meters
or more

800 meters

PENETRATION OF METAL

Stopped by aluminum foil

0.65 cm. of aluminum

90% stopped by 21 cms. of
al umi num

In addition to Table 3, something should be said for penetration

to be expected in the fierd during a survey. l¡lhen considering gamma

radiation from uranium or thorium ores onlyo it takes about 30 cm. of
rock or 75 cm. of water to shield the radiation. These degrees of
shielding are, however, dependent on the density and atomic structure

of the shielding material and the intensity (energy) of radiation below

it. There have been discoveries over .l20 
cm. of snow; however, if the

snow has a high moisture content, the same shielding effects as over-

burden may be observed, meaning that 60 to 90 cm. will shield radiation.

Little is said about alpha and beta radiation, since Table 3 reflects
their very limited range and penetration without further mention.

Each radioelement has characteristic types of emissions as well

as energy magnitudes of those emissions and the higher the energy the

greater the penetration and range. Table 3 shows values that tend to-
ward effects displayed by higher energy radiations.

The faster an element decays, the more radiation it produces for
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a given weight in a given time and the more energy its radiation has.

Each individual radioelement decays in a way and at a rate that is
characteristic, producing radiation of a certain energy or range of
energies that is also characteristic for the element. These trends are

displayed by the relative half-lives of elements shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4:

ELEMENT

Some El ement Hal f-l ives

I{AI-F.L I FE

K-40

u, - 238

TH - 232

u-235

.l4. I bil I ion years

4.5 billion years

13.9 billion years

707 .0 mil I ion years

RâdióactiVeJqúil ibriúm áhd Déö¿it Sé;ies

One particular question involved with the detection and estimation

of amounts of a radioactive element in a mineral is whether or not the

element is in equilibrium. This equilibrium problem applies to elements

that have a decay series; such as, shown in Tablê 5, which is the series

for uranium.

A decay series is a set of elements (nuclides) composed of a

parent element, a number of daughter products, and a stable end product.

As an exampìe' consider uranium given in Table 5. The parent element is
u - 238. As can be seen, during the decay of u - 238 to its stable end

product Pb - 206 (ìead) at the bottom of the table" it goes through 14

different types of decay involving 13 different elements. These elements

are the daughter products of U - 238 and.these elements and their related
decay sequence make up the decay series of u - 23g to pb - 206. Each of



TABLE 5. The Uranium Decay Series

Name of Atomic Nuclide Half-Life Energy of Gamma Rays 1Nucl ide Number Emittäd by ñu.iiäã"iN.v)l

Uranium Group

Uranium I gZ U 238 4.5 x lO9 y. 0.047 (?)
Uranium Xl 90 Th 234 24.1 d. 0.093
Uranium X2 gl pa 234 l.lg m. 0 .3g4, 0.7g2, 0.g06

0. 820
uranium II gz u 234 2.6 x 106 y. 0.060, 0.093, 0.il8
Ionium 90 Th 230 8.0 x 104 y. 0.068, 0..,4;, 0.190,

0.228, 0.240

Radium Group

Radium 88 Ra 226 .l,600 y. 0.188
Radon 86 Rn 2ZZ 3.925 d.
Radium A2 84 po z1g 3.05 m.

Radium B gZ pb 214 26.8 m. 0.053, 0.242o 0.259,
0.295,0.351

Radium C 83 Bi 214 17.9 m. 0.063, 0.191 , 0.426,
0.499, 0.609, 0.766,
0.933, 1.120, 1.238,
1 .379, 1 .520, 1 .761 ,

1.920, 2.200, 2.420
Radium C' g4 po 214 164 x 10-6 s.
Radium D BZ pb 210 ZZ 6. 0.007, 0.023o 0.032,

0.037, 0.043, 0.047,
0.065

Radium E 83 Bi ZiO 5.0 d

Radium F 84 po 210 t3B d.
Radium G BZ pb 206 Stable

0.084, 0.790



TABLE 6. The Thorium Decay Series

Name of
Nucl i de

Atomi c
Number

Nucl Íde Hal f-Li fe Gamma Rays
Nucl ide (MeV)

Energy of
Emitted by

Thori um

Mesothorium I

lt'lesothori um 2

Radiothori um

Thori um X

Thoron

Thorium A

Thorium B

Thorium C

Thorium C'

Thorium C"

Thori um D

90

88

89

90

88

86

84

B2

83

ïh 232

Ra 228

Ac 228

1.4 x lolo
6.7 v.
6.13 h.

1.9 v.
3.64 d.

54.5 s.

0..l6 s.

10.6 h.

60. 5 m.

0. 055,

0.030

0.060,

0.038,

0.590,

0. 087

0.241

0.075

0.135,

0.462,
0. 91 3,

v.

0.184,

0.533,

0.969
Th 228

Ra 224

Rn 22A

Po 216

Pb 212

Bi 212

84

8t

82

0.3

3.1

I 0-4Po 212

Tl 208

X

m.

;. ;;; , o. r 7 6,0 .z3B
0.249 , 0.299

0 . 040 , 0.144, 0. I 64,

0.299, 0.329, 0.432,
0.452,0.472" 0.720,

0. B3o, I . 030, 0. 340,

1 . 61 0, 1 .8.l 0, 2.200
S.

0 .277 , 0. 5.l 0, 0. 582

0.859, 2.620
Pb 208 Stabl e.
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the l3 elements can be considered a parent of the one immediately follow-
ing it in Table 5. Table 6 is the decay series of thorium. As can be

seen' it has a different number of different daughter products than ura-

nium.

In radioactivity, the condition of equilibrium requires that the

rate of decay of the parent nucl ide is exactly matched by the rate of
decay of every intermediate daughter nuclide or it may be said that the

rate of decay is constant, but the quantities of each member element are

not. For example, for two elements "A" and,'B,,to be in equi'librium,

if I'at' decays to 0 and does so at a decay rate twice that of ,'8", then

equil ibrium is maíntained if there is twice as much ,,8¡, as ,,A,,.

üJhen equilibr:ium has been established, the relative concentrations

of intermediate daughters remain virtually constant"

u ' 238, u - 23s, and Th - 232 represent the only three natural

occuffing decay series. Potassium is not included because its radioactive

member, K - 40, decays immediately in one step by emÍssion of gamma-ray

photons to a stable end product. U - 235 is the on'ly natural occurring

fissionable material and is associated with the source material U - 23g

in natural uranium in the proportion of one part in 140 parts.

Ëach daughter product of a series emits radiation from each of its
atoms that decays. For this reason, the total radiation from any given

quantity of uranium or thonium old enough to have attained a state of
Equi'libr:ium (dependent on the half lives of daughter product) is several

times greater than that of an equal quantity of pure uranium or thor:ium

of a relatively young age, essential'ly free from its daughter products.

Thus, most of the radiation from uranium or thor:ium minerals in equilibrium

OF À4ANrrO8A i

,\*
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actually comes from the daughter products even though the amount of dis-

integration products by weight relative to the uranium or thorium pre-

sent is so minute as to be negligible. This has a bearing on prospecting,

and is especially important in the estimation of uranium and thorium con-

tent by radiometric methods.

The prob'lem of equiiibrium arises because the radiation measured

does not come primariìy from the uranium or thoriupr, but from its daugh-

ter elements. l¡lhen a radioactive mineral or element is in equil ibrium,

a certain relative proportion of each daughter element is present no

matter what the grade of the mineral or ore, and there is a theoretical

level of radiation for a given amount of uranium or thor:ium. Under these

conditions the amount of radioactivity measured is directly dependent

upon the amount of uranium or thorium present and provides a reliable
indication of the grade.

The minerals encountered in nature are often not in equilibrium.

This is because the minerals may have been attacked by chemical weather-

ing, which will separate out some daughter products and insufficjent time

has elapsed to restore equilibrium through the process of radiation, decay,

and formation of new elements to replace the ones removed. The most im-

portant cause of a lack of equilibrium is that of primary minerals be-

coming dissolved and then removed by solutions, such as gr:ound water, and

later redeposited as secondary minerals. Uranium primary minerals are

particu'larly susceptible to this, and, as a result, are not in equili-
brium and have many secondary deposits, arso not in equilibrium. 0n the

other hand, the thor:ium series is nearly always found in an equilibrium

state, since the decay products are not very mobile under weathering
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conditions and since the half-lives of the daughter elements are quite

short.

There are some advantages to be gained by a non-equi'librium state.
Since only about 25 cm. of rock or 60 cm. of water will effectively mask

all gamma radiation from natural sources beneath, there is litile chance

of findÍng any surface evidence of buried deposits. There is, however,

a chance that there may be surface radioactivity related to uranium con-

centrations at depth if some of the soluble daughter products have been

taken into solution and moved to surface. For example, since bismuth -
214 (Bi - 214) occur after radon - zzz (Rn - zzz, a gas) in the uranium

decay series (Table b), we could expect to find a Bi - 214 anomaly if
there has been migration of Rn - zz2. In fact, instruments do make use

of this fact, and other instruments are designed to "sniff out,'radon gas.

The equilibrium or non-equilibr:ium of a deposit will ultimately
depend on what mineral it is, what environment the mineral is in, and

what processes are known to be acting on that environment. It is a

distinction that may be made in the field with some degree of certainty.

u - 238 and Th - z3z in pure form (no daughter products) decay

by emission of alpha particles. All beta, gamma, and most alpha radia_

tion from old uranium and thorium minerals comes from the h.ighly active
daughter products. potassium decays to a stable product in one step by

emission of gamma rays.

Gamma radiation, because of

acteristics, compared to d, and

its

(

ìonger range and penetration char-

radiation, is the most effective



Figure 4. Gamma photon spectrum of potassium.
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Figure 5. Gamma photon spectrum of uranium ore.
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Figure 6. Gamma photon spectrum of thorium
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in looking for these elements. Figure 4, s, and 6 from Baird et al

(1975) show the characteristic gamma ray energy spectrums for potassium,

uranium, and thorium. Sínce potassium decays in one step, its energy

spectrum is a single peak. The complex nature of the uranium and thorium

spectrums reflect the decay sequences of their decay series. The charac-

teristic nature of these spectra have permitted discrimination by instru-
ment in the field of these elements. There are three specific character-

istic gamma photon energies associated with potassium, uranium, and tho-

rium, which are of interest in geo'logical surveying and radio-chemical

analysis. These energies are represented in,Figure 4, 5, and 6 by

channel K for potassium, channel U of uranium, and channel Th for thorium.

If these channels are compared in Tables 5 and 6, also from Baird et al

(1975)' it can be seen that channel U comesponds to Bi - 214 uranium

daughter product gamma emissions and channel Th corresponds to Tl - Z0g

thorium daughter product gamma emissions. The decay series representative

of thorium emits gamma photon energy exceedi ng 215 Mev., of which potas-

sium and uranium have no such levels. The potassium emits essentially
no photons of energies above 1.6 [{ev. Instruments make use of these

three energies by having the ability to cut out all energies below '|.6

Mev., which removes the effect of potassium and also cuts out all energies

below 2.5 Mev., which removes the effect of potassium and uranium. 14ith

proper application of these features, it is possible to get individual

values of intensity of uranium and thorium gamma radiation, and if the

source is suspected of being in equ'ilibrium, then it is possible to ob-

tain an assumed estimate of amount of uranium; and thor:ium present.



CHAPTTR V

FIELD RESULTS

Bac kgrounds

The procedure emp'loyed to determine the atmospheric background

levels of gamma radiation is described in chapter 2. Figure 7 shows

the distribution of those background values. Table 7 lists the mean

atmospheric background values for the various energy thresholds charac-

teristic of the gamma spectrometer. In each case, the mean represents

the total number of gamma photons counted that have energies above that
of the indicated threshold.

TABLE 7: Mean atmospheric background radiation levels
associated with the three energy thresholds:Tl, T2, and T3.

Thrêshöld (Mêv. ) Nàan (counts/Nin. )

Tt (Torat Count) 0.2 315

Tz (U + Th) 1.6 3s

T3 (Th) Z.S 32

The above values are used thr:oughout the data whenever a correction
'.for atmospheric background radiation is required.

Figures 8,9,.l0, and ll are of the distributions of host rock

backgr:ounds. The calcurated Means of these backgr:ounds are displayed

in Table 8.

52



Figure 7. The distribution of 140 samples
of atmospheric background radiation.
T1, T2, and T3 represent the various
energy thresholds, recording respectively
total radiation, uranium and thorium
radiation, and thorium radiation.
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Figure 8. The distribution of 12 samples of
background radiatíon from Keewatin
volcanjc rocks. Tl , 12, and T3
represent the various energy thresholds
recording respectiveìy total radiation,
uranium and thorium radiation, and
thorium radiation.
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Figure 9. The total count (Tl, 0.2 Mev.) host
rock backgr:ound distribution for:
grey gneissic granodiorite and quartz
diorite, por:phyritic aranodiorite,
pink granodiorite and biotite granite,
and Keewatin sedimentary rocks.
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Figure 10. The uranium and thor:ium (T2, 1.6 Mev.)
host rock background radiation distribution
for: grey gneiss'ic granodiorite and quartz
diorite, porphyritic granodiorite, pink
granodiorite, and biotite granite, and
Keewatin sedimentary rocks. This energy
threshold excludes gamma photons originating
from a potassium source.
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Figure I 1 The thorium (T31, 2.5 Mev. ) host rock
background radiation distrÍbution for:
grey gneissic granodiorite and quartz
di orÍ te, por:phyri ti c granodiori te, pi nk
granodiorite and biotite granite, and
Keewatin sedimentary rocks. This energy
threshold excludes gamma photons origi-
nating from a potassium and/or uranium
source.
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TABLE 8: The Mean background levels of the
host rocks. These levels have not
been corrected for atmospheric
radiation.

HOST ROCI(

Mean Backgr:ound Levels (counts/min. )

Total Count

Keewati n
Vol can ic

Keewati n
Sedimentar:y

Grey Gneissic
Granodi ori te
and Quartz
Di ori te

Porphyri ti c
Granod i ori te

Pínk Granodiorite
and Biotite
Gran i te
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There are distinct differences in the composÍtion of the various

rocks. These differences are reflected, in part, by varying amounts of
feldspar, or, in particular, dominance of either sodiac feldspar

(plagÍocìase series) or potassíum feldspars (aìkali feldspare series) over

each other. This compositional difference can, therefore, be seen reflected

in the background radiation levels of the various host rocks. Examination

of Table 8 indicates three distinct groups showing characteristic levels

of radiation due prìmari'ly to potassium. Using the lowest energy threshold

(tl' 0.2 Mev.), the Keewatin volcanoc rocks form one group (500 counts/min.),

the Keewatin sedimentary, grey gneissic aranodiorite, and the porphyritic
granodiorite form a second group (so+o - 3b40 counts/min.) with the pink

granodÍorite and biotite granite forming a thÍrd group (9260 counts/min.).

If the defined atmospheric correction is applied to the Keewatin

volcanic rocks, the counts over the-12 (uranìum and thorium) and T3

(thorium) thresholds comect to zero and the total count Tl threshold

reduces to 200 counts/min., indicating a very low potassiugt content. This

is expected with this type of rock.

The second group of rocks are within a few hundred counts/min. of
each other. There are significant counts shown in the higher energy

levels after an atmospheric correction (Tab1e 9) and as portions of the

uranium and thorÍum decay series are measured by T] and not by Tz or T3,

it is reasonable to assume that ùhe variations observed through group two

with reference to Tl may be due to uranium and thor:ium. Aside from that
possibility' if the variations observed are due to variations in potas-

sium, then these degrees of variation are not readiìy observable in the

feldspars contained in the individual rock units.



Table 9: The host rock background concentrations
of uranium and thorium in parts per million.
These values are determined by aþpiying at-
mospheric radiation corrections to ihe-val uesin Table 8, and removing the portion of
radiation recorded in T2 that is due to
thorium. The relationship between gamma
counts/min., and concentrations in þpm'soutlined in Table ll are then appliää and
an estimate of uranfum and thorium results.
This assumes that the uranium and thorium
minerals occur in the equilibrium state.

HOST ROCK Concentration (ppm) Uran i um/Thorri um

u Th

Keewa t í n
Vol cani c

0 0

Keewatin i:
Sedimentarry

ll l3 0.85

Grey Gneissic
Granodiorite and
Quat:tz Diorrite

l3 21 4.6?_

Porphyri t i c
Granodiorri te

9 l5 0.60

Pink Granodiorite
and Biotite
Granite

ôo 65 0.12
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The third group" the pink granodiorite and biotite granite, display
a very high background value (9260 counts/min.). ihis is approximate'ly

three times the highest background previously discussed. In the field,
such a variation would constitute an anoma'ly depending on the host rock.

The other rock units (Group 2) host this unit and this is the cause of
a great deal of the recorded anomalies. Because of this high background

value associated with this rockn anomaìies were not considered unless they

showed total counts at least four times that of the hosting material.
Measuring the potassium feldspar content is a simple test to define or
measure the relative potassium content. This is done by cutting the

rock samples and immersing the cut surface in hydrof'luoric acid, etching

the potassium feldspars. The cut surface is then immersed in a solution
of sodium cobaltinitrite, which stains the potassium feldspars a bright

ye1'low. Figures 12, 13, and r4 show the representative samples of the

rocks comprising Group 2 and Gr:oup 3. There vì,as no collection of
Keewatin sedimentary or volcanic rock samples as there were no indications
of anomalous radioactivity. Figures'12, .l3, 

and l4 disp]ay samples of
host rocks that contained numerous occurrences of anomalous radioactivity.

The pink granodiorite and biotite granite showing the highest level
of radioactivity is composed of about 40 percent potassium feldspars and

quartz (Figure 12). Relative to the other samples shown (Figures 13

and l4), the pink granodiorite and biotite granite has higher percen-

tages of potassium feldspars, which typicalìy is distributed rather

uniformly throughout the rock. The estimated potassium feldspar content
of the remaining samples range from 0 percent in the quartz diorite



Figure 12, Representative samples of Unit l3
(Figure 3), the pìnk granodiorjte
and biotite granite. The samples
have been stained to reveal potassium
fel dspars (yel Iow). the right hand
stained s'ide contrasted with the left
hand unstained side. The samples top
to bottom are .l45-84 

and 
.l43-145.

The samPl e s i tes are i ndi cated i n
Figure I 7.
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Figure 1 3. Representative samples of Unit 6
(Figure 3), the grey gneissic
granodiorite and quartz djorite.
The samples have been stained to
reveal potassium feldspars (yellow).
The right had stained side is
contrasted with the left hand un-
stai ned s i de excl udì ng samp'le
156-458. The sampìes top to bottom
are 156-458,130-.l25, and 149-168.
The location of the sample sites are
'i ndi cated i n Fi gure 1 7.





[igure 14. Representative sample of Unit 9
(Figure 3), the porphyritìc
granodiorite. The sample has
been stained to reveal potass'ium
fe'ldspars (ye11ow) . The I eft
hand stained side is contrasted
with the right hand unstained
side. Sample ll7-51 is shown.
Its location is indicated in
Figure 15.
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(Figure l3) to an upper limit of about 25 percent in the porphyrit.ic grano-

diorite (Figure 14).

it is apparent that the very high background of the pink granodio-

rite is due primarily to increased amounts of potassium contained within
potassium feldspars.

Another method of comparing differences between backgrounds of
various rock units is to compare uranÍum-thorium ratios and by attempting

to recognize characteristic ratios or in detailed analysis, relating
these ratios to the composition of the rock. In order to do thís, the

backgrounds must be corrected for atmospheric radiation (procedure

outlined in Appendix A).

The use of uranium=thorium ratios is very important in the dis-
crimination of true uranium anomalies. As mentioned previously, uranium

mÍnerals are genera'l1y much more mobile than thor:ium minerals and are

most often found not in equilibr:ium. The stability of thor:ium m.inerals

suggests they are found in equilibrium and, therefore, provides a con-

stant measuring standard with which to compare measured uranium content.

It has been shown (Mero, 1960) that a chemically refined thoriurn oxide

reached equilibrium in less than 20 years, so that the time to recover

equilibrium is very short. Because of this, thorium is assumed constant;

thereforeo a reduction in U/Th ratios indicates a loss of uranium miner-

als and an increase in the ratio suggests a buildup of uranium. This

becomes important because it provides another dimension in which to

consider anomalies. Anomalies having 'low count rates may have very high

ratios indicating a concentration of uranium, whereas due to the count

rate, the anomaiy may seem uninteresting. uranium is generally found
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with thorium in nature in a ratio of ôbout ten parts of thorium to one

part of uranÍum (Mero, 1960). This means that any ratio other than 0.10

may be considered anomalous.

As can be seen in Tabre 9, the only two rock types that have com-

parab'le uranium/thor:ium ratios are the grey gneissic granodiorite (and

quartz diorite) and the porphyritic granodiorite. This is not unexpected,

as it can be seen from Figures l3 and 14. The grey gneissic granodiorite

is very similar to the porphyritic granodiorite. Lamb (1914-ls) in
factn calls the grey gneissic granodiorite a marginal phase of the por-

phyritic granodiorite indicating similar composition.

Note that the Keewatin sedimentary rocks are not separated from

the other two rock units that (with the Keewatin sedimentary rocks) com-

prised a group characterized by a sirnilarity of total count radiation
due primarily to potassium: This group is now subdivided based on

relative concentrations of thor:ium and uranium.

The pink granodiorite (and biotite granite) shows an anomalous

ratio relative to the other units. It is the only rock unit in which

there is more radiation from thor:ium sources than uranium sources. The

very high total count backgr:ound (associated with concentrations of
potassium) and this anomalous ratio tulTh = 0.12, indicating much

more thorium than uranium) suggests that many of the anomalies observed

due to pink granodiorite (and biotite granite) may in fact be nothing

more than Iocal concentratìons of either thoriuffi, potâssium, or both.
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Anomalous Occurrences of Radioactivity in

The l''lean Background value establ ished for this host rock is 3260

counts/min. above the total count threshold (Table B); therefore, ôhV

radioactive occurrence having total counts greater than r2,000 counts/
min. is considered anomarous. Examination of the data turned up 52

anomalous sites (Table l0). The distribution of these anomalies in plan

(Figure i5) indicates that they become more numerous along or near con-

tacts r,rith grey gneissic aranodiorite as noted by springer ( lglz).
These anomalies can be separated into tvro types; those associated

with dykes of pink granodiorite intruding the porphyritÍc granodiorite,
and those that are either pegmatites or associated with fracturing
(and/or foliation). Often the pegmatites and fracturíng occur together.

The dykes of pink granodiorite represent 72 percent of the recorded

anomalies while pegmatites and fracturing compose the remai ning zg percent.

This leads to a false impression that the pÍnk granodiorite is the most

important target; however, if the most interesting anomalies are consi-
dered (those showing total counts greater than 50,000 counts/min.), then

33 percent of the occurrences associated with pegmatites and/or fractur-
ing are anomalous, while only 10 percent of the occurrences associated

with pink granodiorite are anomalous. If a similar approach is taken with
the U/Th ratios greater than .l.00, 

then 36 percent of pegmatites and/or
fraturing are anomarous and only 17 percent of pink granodiorite dykes

are anomalous. This demonstrates that pegmatites and fr:acturing are the
most important targets to investigate. A U/Th ratio greater than 1.00

was selected as anomalous, based on Figur.e 16. The majority of the.



TABLE l0: Radioactive occurrences in por:phyritic granodiorite. Table of
anomal ies showing the counts/min. of thã radiation due to
thorium-(Th) and uranium (U). These values are then convertedto uranium and thor:iury Íl parts per million (ppm.) using fanie tt.
The u/Th is a ratio of the apparent concentràtion'iñ ppñ,s òf-
uranium and thorium.

Anomaly # Total Counts
x 1000

Radi ati on
Counts/Mi n.

Concentrati on
p.p.m.

Th Th U/Th

l*
2*
3*
4*
5*.
6*
7

8

9*
l0 *
ll tr

12

l3
l4 +

l5 *
l6 *
17*
lg *
lg *
2A*
21 :k

22*
23*
24*
25

26

27+

B8

17

39

65

36

33

28

63

23

28

38

68

20

20

26

86

45

B5

26

6B

33

23

26

36

90

96

43

1029

229

179

<0
329

404

219

654

284

559

354

1129

309

429

il9
<0
629

1454

<0
979

<0
<0
609

754

t9l9
1279

899

746

146

446

I 346

346

296

206

596

216

166

396

346

66

146

206

1246

346

396

126

446

346

246

66

196

206

646

126

206

46

36

66

BI

44

l3l
57

112

71

226

62

86

24

126

291

r96

497

97

297

231

197

137

397

144

ill
264

231

44

97

137

231

264

297

0.41

0.47

0.12

0.29

0.4'l

0.32

0.33

0.40

I .01

0.27

0. 98

l.4r
0.89

0.18

0. 55

I .10

0.66

122

l5t
384

256

179

44

130

137

430

84

2.77

I.r6
2.80

0.59

2.14



2g+
29+
30 *+

3l*
32*
??*

34*
35*
36*
37*
38*
39s
40 *s

41

42*
43

44*
45 *s

46*
47*
48*
49 +s

50*
5l*
52 *s

21

38

23

Off Scal e

46

l8
32

22

20

3l

24

Off Scal e

l9
48

l6
l8
30

8B

23

36

24

33

t3

34

46

89

869

269

3529

<0
124

<0
129

29

<0
<0
779

319

584

<0
<0
<0

1579

154

79

<0
549

144

<0
579

186

106

106

1546

646

176

546

146

146

446

346

1446

206

416

206

166

446

646

196

446

346

26

56

346

246

IB

174

54

706

23

26

6

124

71

71

I 031

117

97

97

0.15

2.45

0.76

0. 68

0.21

0.27

0.06

0.16

0.47

0.42

156

64

117

924

137

277

316

3l

t6

lr0
29

il6

431

l3r
297

17

37

164

0.73

0.24

0. 05

6.47

0. 78

0.71

+
*
s

Pegmati te
Fracturing and/or Fol iation
Pink Granodiorite
sample collected



TABLE I I Equivalent content in parts per millionof uranium and thorium relative to the
observed counts/min. attributed to
uranium and thorium. Taken from Appendix
A (Operations l4anual for Mcphar tV-iA
Spectrometer), these values are in-situ
measurements on outcrops (2fl geometry).

Grade (p.p.m. ) Ur:ani um (counts/min. ) Thori unt . ( counts/mi n. )

l0

100

I 000

50

500

5000

l5

150

I 500



Figure 15. Rock contacts, survey traverse lines, and
locations of radioactive occurrences asso-
ci ated wi th the porphyri t'i c granodi orite.
A1so, shown are the traverses covering the
Keewatin sedimentary rocks. There were no
anomal 'ies found 'in thi s uni t. Areas that
warrant further investigation have been
selected based on a localization of anomalies
and/or U/Th ratios greater than 1, and in-
dications that the area has anomalies that
may be effect'i vely del'ineated yi el di ng im-
portant information regardìng structure and
interrelationsh'ips of those anomalies.
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anomalies fall between U/Th ratios, typical of the pink granodiorite and

the porphyritic granodiorite. In genera], it can be said that intrusions
of pink granodiorite dykes have picked up minor amounts of uranium min-

erals. The source for this material may, in fact, be the porphyritic
granodioriten as it typical]y has a greater concentration of uranium

than the pink granodiorite (Table 9, U/Th ratios). There are nine

anomalous u/Th ratios greater than .l.00 (Figure 16). Their locations
are indicated on Figure lb. In particular, anomaly #49 (Tab1e l0) shows

the highest ratio (6.47), whÍch is about 65 times the excepted normar

state of 0.10. This anomaly warrants further consideration.

There are numerous anomalies throughout that showed negative
counts/min. from a uranium source (Tab1e l0) when corrected for back-
grounds. This indicates a situation in which the thor:ium minerals are
not in equil ibrium and, that is contradictory to the basic assumption

that thorium is in equilibrium. This effectively defines the limita-
tions on the reliability of the data.

hlhen using the Spectrometòr, the T2 threshold records gamma photons

that originate from both thorium and uranium. In order to determine how

much of the recorded count is due to uranium, the instrument is calibrated
and tested using the thorium source; counts above the TZ threshold are

3'5 times the number recorded above the T3 threshold. The thorium source

used for calibration is known to be in equilibrium; therefore, if the
assumption that thor:ium in Nature (in the field) is, also equilibrium,
the portion of counts recorded above theT2 threshold due to thorium will
be 3.5 times whatever the counts are above the T3 threshold after correc-



Figure I 6. The distribution of U/Th ratios
for radioactive anomal ies (total counts
greater than 12,000 counts/mìn.) in
porphyritic granodiorite. This is
produced from the 38 sampies contained
in Table 'l0. The distribution indicates
a peak at a ratio of 0.35, which is greater
than the established backgr:ound ratio of
pink granodiorite, but less than that
for por:phyritic granodiorite. This may
reflect a general characteristic ratio
of pink granodiorite intruded into
porphyritic granodÍorite and does not
represent a true anomaiy. Ratios
genuinely anomalous are al1 greater
than .l.00.
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tion for background levels.

If there ís no uranium present, the counts/min. related to photons

having energies above the T2 threshold will be exact.ly ¡.5 times the
counts/min. above the T3 threshold. This will occur Íf the thorium Ís
in equilibrium and the correction for the portion of energies above T2

due to thorium wi'li yield zero. This requires, however, that there be

sufficient counts due to thorium daughters that have decay energies
below T3 and above T2. If some of these daughters are removed or out of
equilibrium, then there will be less than the expected counts/min. based

on equilibrium, and the comection Ís the subtraction of a larger number

of counts/nin. than were actually measured.

This disequílibrrium in thor:ium presents a problem as the validity
of using u/Th ratios may be questioned. There are more sophisticated
spectrometers available empìoying energy windows rather than energy
thresholds and generaliy more numerous in number than three. This type
of instrument can be used to determine the degree of disequil ibrium and

provide enough information to determine if a specific u/Th ratio .is,

in fact, due to build-up or removal of uranium or thorium. An instrument
like this, unfortunately, does not conform or is not suitable for a

Reconnaissance styìe survey. The instrument used (TV-rA) is suitabre
for just such a purpose and can be used very effectively to define spe-
cific locales exhibiting anomarous character. To determine the impor-
tance of an anomaly, alì aspects must be considered no matter how sus-
picious the results may appear.

If a question regarding the truth of interpreted results arises
due to just such a problem as disequilibrium in thoriuH, then the operator
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must consider this carefully and make recommendations for detailed work

in specific areas defined as anomalous before walking away from an area.
This may involve using a more sophisticated instrument ror sampìing and

chemical assay.

In this case, recommendatÍons would have to

count values as well as ratios. High total count

equilibrium in thor:ium cannot be ignored.

Anomalous Occurrences of Radioactivity in the
Grêy GnêiSSiC Grânodiórite and Quartz.Diorite

take into account total

anomal ies showÍng dis-

The Þlean Backgr:ound value established for this host rock (unit
#6, Figure 3) is 3540 counts/min" (Tab1e g); therefore, only those
sites emitting radiation greater than r2,000 counts/min. totar counts
will be considered anomalous.

Examination of the data reveared 32 Anomarous sites (Tabre 12).
The distribution of these anomaries in plan (Figure'r7) indicates a

concentration of anomaries arong the west shore of caddy Lake.

As can be seen from Tabr e 12, pegmatitic zones are the most
prevalent zones of anoma'lous radioactivity. Like the occurrences in
the porphyritic granodiorite (Table 10), the uranium=thorium ratio best
defines build-up of uranium. 0f course, some limitations regarding dis-
equilibrium of thorium can be appried to these rocks. As with the por-
phyritic granodiorite (Figure 16), a ratio of r.00 seems to mark a divi_
sion between non-anomalous and anomaJous ratios. six anomalies stand
out as having ratios greater than r.00. In this case, however, the host
rock has a ratio of 0.62 [Table 9), and it is questionable as to whether



TABLE l2: Radioactive Occurrences in Grey GneÍssic Granodiorite andQuartz Diorite. Table of anomálies ihorEing ihÃ-.ãuniszmin.of rhe radiarion due to rhorium (Th) ;;ä ;;.;i;r"(üï. rhesevalues are rhen converted ro uraniuú ;¡d ir,ðiiñ ì;,parts permiilion, (ppm.) using Tab're r. inð u¿rrr is a ,ätiö õr *,.apparent concentration in ppm's of urânir* und iño"iúr.

Anomaly # Total Counts
x 1000

Radiation
Counts/Mi n.

Concentrat i on
p.p.m.

Th ïh U/Th

l+
2

3

4+
5*
6

7

I
9*

l0

ll
12*
13 f)
14

l5 *
l6
17

t8

l9
20

2l*
22*
23

24

25

26

27

80

64

20

60

Off Scale

t5

36

20

27

48

98

30

45

17

46

l9
25

17

Off Scale

?1

a)

25

35

45

50

46

32

937

116?

137

512

1062

187

357

<0
62

462

1012

512

962

12

712

112

<0
12

1812

661

12

262

936,

262

712

587

812

387

237

187

537

1237

87

267

287

237

237

537

137

237

137

337

137

187

137

937

37

337

237

187

437

537

487

137

187

232

27

102

212

37

71

12

92

322

102

192

2

142

22

2

362

132

2

52

187

52

142

117

162

258 0.72

t5B 1.47

125 0.22

358 0.28

825 0.26

58 0.64
178 0.40

I 58 0.08
I 58 0.58

358 0.90
9l 1 .12

158 1 .22

91 0.02
225 0.63

91 0.24

9l o.oz
625 0.58
25 5.28

225 0.01

I 58 0.33
125 1.50
291 0. l8
225 0.63
325 0.36

91 1 .78



28

29

30*
3l

32*

Pegmati te
* Fracturing and/or Fol iation* Pink Granodiorite
Ø Quartz Vein
s Samplé colTected

25 <0 337

I 5 12 137 2 91 0.02
53 312 537 62 358 0.17
20 <0 237

37 <0 537



Fi gure 'l 7. Rock contacts, survey traverse lines,
and locations of radioactive occur-
rences associated with the grey gneissic
granodiorite (and quartz diorite), Unit #6,
Figure 3, and the pìnk granodiorÍte
(and biotite granite), Unit #13, Figure 3.
Areas that warrant further investigation
have been selected based on a localization
of anomalies and/or U/Th ratios greater
than l, and indications that the area has
anomal i'es that may be effectí veìy de'l'ineated
yielding important information regarding
structure and interrelationships of these
anomal i es .
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ratios less than twice as large can actually be considered anomalous.

Some doubt may develop, but until more detailed work is done with che-

mical assay' etc., it is not valid to assume that as with total counts,

the val ue must be four times background to define anonaìy. Anoma'ly 20,

having a ratio of 5.28, is certainly anomalous, and warrants further
i nvesti gation.

Anoma lous Occurrences
Pink GranodÍorite and

of, Radioactivity in the
Biotíte Granite

The Mean;rBackground value established for this host rock (Unit

#13, Figure 3) is 9260 counts/min. (Table g); therefore, only those

sites emitting radiation'greater than 36,000 counts/min. total counts

will be considered anomal ies.

Under this constraint, examination of the date revealed three

anomalies (Table l3), but one a'nomaly two times backgr:ound is included

in the table as well. All other sample sites did not exceed a maximum

of 14,000 counts/min. The location of anomalies can be found in Figure .¡7.

Two of the four anomalies show counts due to uranium as negative,

indicating, as previously discussed, that thorium is not in equilibrium.
All the anomalies occur in pink granodioríte, but in the case of

anomaly 34, the host rock for the pink granodiorite is the metavolcanics

and metasediments (unÍt #5, Figure 3). It is aìong the contact of the

metasediments and metavolcanics with the porphyritic granodiorite that
uranium occurrences have been found (springer, 1952).

The establ ished ratio associated with the background of pink grano-

diorite is 0.12 (Tabre 9). The one sanple is very crose to this varue



Table 13. The anomalous radioactive occurrences
in Unit l3 (Figure 3), the pink qrano_
diorite (and biotite granità). Shown
are the counts/min. due to thorium (Th)
and uranium (U), which are converted to
a concentration of uranium and thoriumin parts per miilion (Tab'le ll). The
U/Ih is a ratio of the apparent concen_
trations (ppm's) uranium and thorium.

Anomaly # Tota I
Count

x 1000

Radi ati on
(Counts/lt1i n. )

Concentrati on
(ppm.)

U/Th

:qIluTh
33 l8 <0 145 ,,
34 46 235 470 47 313 0.t5
35 58 < 0 77A 157 513

36 64 785 370 247 0.64
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and may be an anomaly due to equivalent build-up of uranium and thorium

or simply a concentration of potassium feldspar or both. Anomaly 36

indicates a slight build-up of uranium; however, if the previously esta_

blished division (ratio of 1.00) between anomaly and non-anomaly is
considered, then there are no anomalous occurrences of uranium.

RêmáininE llost Röck Uhit

The term "host rock" is not applicable to either the Keewatin

sedimentary roiks or the Keewatin volcanic rock, as no anomalous oc-

currences of radioactivity were found.

Figure lB shows the survey coverage for the Keewatin volcanic

rocks. To classify as an anomaly, occurrences of only 2,000 counts/

min. (four times background, Table 7) were required, but none were

found

A similar situation lvas found for the Keewatin sedimentary rocks

(Figure 17), except that an anomaly would have to be at least 12,000

co unts/mi n .

'.#i



FÍgure lB. Survey traverse lines carried
out in Keewatin volcanic rocks.
No anomalous radioactivity.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This survey invo'lved 50 miles of traversing that was carried out
discontinuously through the summer and earìy Fall of 1977. Eighty_eight
anomalies of various magnitudes were defined and found to be distributed
among three out of five possible host rock units. These anomalies are
concentrated arong contacts between the various host rocks; however,

none of the anomalies based on the information collected can be said
to be of significant economic importance.

The concentration of radioactive occurrences in the vicinity of
the contact between gneissic granodiorite and porphyritic aranodiorite
as well as the most important anomalies being pegmatites were obser_

vations noted in previous work (Springer, lgSZ).

The first two objectives (chapter 2) of the program haye been

met. The survey was conducted in a systematic manner, so as to maxi_
mize ground coverage and the possibility of finding occurrences that
would show anomalous quantities of uranium.

Table l4 is a representation of the distribution of so-called
exploration ìntensity. The intensity is purely a rerative number and

it points out that the exploration interest focused around the por:phy-

ritic granodiorite and the grey gneissic granodiorite. This conforms
to the knowledge that in the past, it was noted that uranium occurrences

95



TABLE 14. "Effort or intensity of exp'loratíon" expended in
each rock unit within the Survey area. The
"effort,' is the survey footage ätvi¿e¿ by the
relative. proportion of rock units in the'survey
area,(Table I ). Survey footage is the accu_
mulated footage from traversei.

ROCK TYPE SURVEY FO0TAGE (fr.) "EFFORT OR INTENSITY''

eewati n
edimentar:y

I I ,CI00 I ,833

eewati n
¡lcanic

30,000 2,000

rey Gneissic
ranodiori te
¡nd Quartz Dior:ite)

lrphyritic
:anod iorri te

7'l ,000 2.940

I 29,000 3,685

ink Granodiorite
rnd Bi oti te
"ani tê) t 2l,ooo I ,1 05

also includes the metavorcanic and metasediments (Tab'le l, and Figure 3).
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are associated with the contact between these two rock types (springer,
1e52).

The third obiective is somewhat inconclusive. No significant
uranium mineral ization was found. l¡lhat was found is radioactivity
originating from what appears to be localized concentrations of potas-

sium feldspars. This was evident in some of the samp'les that were stained
for potassium. In addition, some samp]es typically characterized by a

significant portion of biotite showed high counts both in the field and

in hand samp'le. This character was also noted by Springer (.,gsz).

Because of no obvious minerarization (i.e., not visibre) and the
very high portions of potassium rich minerals present, an attempt was

made to interpret uranium-thorium ratios in the hope that a bui.ld-up
in uranium might be seen in the ratios and indicate an area promising

for uranium minerarization. not observabre at the surface. Instead,
thor:ium in a few samples was found not to be in equilibr:ium, which

raises questions regarding the validity of studying ratios in this area.

The third objective (economic appraisar) was, in part, accompìished.

Any significant high-grade showing, if present, wouìd have been found.

The radiation observed is due to Iocalized concentrations of potassium,

which in most cases ís accompanied by similar increases in uranium and

potassium. This process of concentration does not seem to be one to
produce ore zones or as was observed, no obvious accumulations of ura-
nium. However, given the limitations of the survey and the problems

encountered, it must be said that although no significant mineralization
was detected, enough interesting radioactive occurrences were defined to



warrant further investigation with new

sampling program followed urith precise

anomalous areas already ouilined using

ment.
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tools. These tools could be a

assay or a survey of specific

a much more sophisticated instru-

The type of tool used on this program, the Mcphar TV-lA Spectro-

meter, is a reconnaissance instrument designed to look at low levels of
radiation. It is a "first look,'tool, and, as such; couìd only be used

to define anomalous areas in which to maximize the intensíty of search.

Figures l5 and l7 indfcate specific areas of anomalous radio-
activity which warrant fur:ther investigation. In this sense, the overalj
objectives of the thesis were met. It would have been for:tuitous to
find a high-grade showing, but the fact that no such zones were found

representS, to a degree, âh economic appraisal of the area. In lieu
of actually finding a high-grade zone, the procedures adopted and the
instrument used were capabre of defining areas of specific interest.
This narrows the "field of vision" and provides an oppor:tunity for fur-
ther detailed work to adequately determine the economic potential of
the area.

In concluding, the author recognizes that the types of survey

performed wi l'l certainly out'l ine uranium mineral ization of signif icant
proportions; however, negative results do not necessarily disqualify
an area regarding the possibility of uranium mineralization. In this
case' the Operator (holding Company) must use the information gathered

to select a new method or tool with which to camy out detailed follow-
up on specific anomalies.
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APPENDIX A

Model TV-lA

Spectrometer

(McPhar Geophysics)

NOTE: Appendix A is an exact reproduction of the manuar forthe instrumgll as provided by the manufacturàr (NcÞñar
Geophysics Ltd. ).
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Model TV_IA is a Èhree Lhreshold spectrorneter. Measurements are
based on the spectral characteristÍcs or energy levels of gamma rad.iation
from radÍoactive elemenËs' selection of the operating threshold Ís made by-
means of the threshold selector switch

The instrument is designed prinarily for reconnaissance. The
selective thresholds however provide the capabil-ity to differentiate between

' 
g"*a radiations emanating from uranium and thorium and to provide quantitaÈÍve
informaËíon relating to each.

The meter Ís car-íbraÈed to display zero to 100 counts per minute. Asv avv LV

four posítion scale nultiplier switch provÍdes four ful1 scale ranges of 100,
1000' 10'000 and 100,000 counts per minute. A fifth positÍon on trri*."ritch is
euployed to Èest the condition of the batteries.

The variable time constants are tied ín r¿ith the threshold selector
switch' rn the wide open (maximr:m sensitivity) operation, a fast or slow time
constant nay be selected' rn the upper thresholds (rower net count), the ,";*
time constant only Ís in effect

The detecting element is a 1.5 by 1.5 Ínch sodÍun Íodide ciystal
coupled to a photonultipli-er tube. These are hermetÍcalr-y sealed, magneticarry
shielded and mounted Írr the forward,end of the spectrometer housing.

A speaker provides a variable pitch outpuÈ r"rith changing radiatÍon
levels' A speaker conÈrol, mounted on the top of the ÍnstrumenÈ, can be used, Èo_-.--*"*
adjust the pitch for any -given level:of :radfation.
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SECTION 2

SPECIFICATIONS

2-L THRESHOLDPOSITIONS

Tt at 0-2 MEV. measures the toËal count across the entire
gâmm¿ energy specËrum for maximrm sensiÈivity.

T, at 1'6 Mev' measures. characterj-stic uranium and. Èhorium

radiations.

2_2 MEASUREMENTRAI{GES

Range Full Scale
Switch position CounÈs

xlr00

1-OOOx l0 l,000

100 10,000

x 1000 .100,000

2-3 TIMECONSTANTS

T, F (Fast) - l,second

Tt S (Slow) .10 seconds

TZ 10 second.s

.T3 1.0 ,,seconds

2 - 4 SPEAKER

A speaker is mounted in,:a top compartmen¿ of the instrument. The

variable pitch output "of the speaker is governed by Èhe intensity
of radiation and can also be adjusted by a speaker pitch control.

1,04
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2-5 BATTERYSI]PPLY

The instrument operaÈes from two "c,' sÍze flashlÍghË Èype cel1s,
located in the,handLe. ordinary zínc carbon cer-ls may be used..

From Ëhe standpoint of longer l-ife and 1or"r temperature operaÈion,
Ëhe a'kaline type should be ernployed r¿herever available.
Both Êhe high and 1ow volËages, generated internally Èo operaËe the
instrr¡ment, are regul-ated to a rrigt a.g.ee of stability. The batt-
eries can be allowed to drop Èo one hatf s¡ their initial voltage
r¿ithout any effect on the oper:atÍon of the insÈrument.

2 - 6 SENSITIVI1Y

The instrument, on threshor-d 2, registers approxínately 50 counËs

per mÍnute on an Ín-sítu measuremenË, (2Ígeonetry) over homogeneous

material- containing 5 parts per nil1íon uranium or Èhorír,rm.

2-7 TEMPERATURERAI{GE

The instrument has been designed to opeïate over Ëhe temperature

range of -35 Ëo +55 degrees centigrade. Low temperatures requ.ire the
use of alkal ine type batteries

The sodium Íodide crystal is 1.5 ínch in diameter and.1.5 inches thick-
The crystal is coupled to thq photomultiplier in a peraaneriÈ hermetieally
sealed housing.

2 - g T,üEIGHT

The total wieght of the,insÈrument is 3 pounds. (f.4 fg)
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DIMENSIONS

The length including rubber end

The maximrrn height is B j.nches.

guards is 13 inches. (33 cn)

(20 cn)

L06
2-LO

2-Lt ACCESSORIES

The spectrometer is supplied with a

cali.brating source, spare baËterÍes

l-eather belt holster, a thoriun

and an instruction manual.

SECTION 3

GENERAI DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS

The gan¡ma ray detectíng principle lies in the sodium iod.ide crystal.
Gamma rays entering the crystal, interact with the crystal atoms, resurting in
free electrons and light emission. The optically coupled photonultiplier con-
verts the lighÈ emissíon to el-ectrical pulses. The magnÍtudes of the electrical

; of Èhe intercepted g¡mm¿ rays.
various radioactive elements have characËeristic ganma energy spec-

trums' The nature of the sPectrum for a gÍven element, can be used, to advantage
ín identifying it in the presence of other radioactÍve elements. Figure I
shows spectral 

"r*L" for the three main elements of Ínterest in radÍoactive
surveyb; potassitrm, uranium and. thorium.

Thorium emÍts gamma rays wíth energy levels exceeding 2.5 Mev. The

highest energy radiaËion from potassium is about 1.6 Mev. The three vertical
lÍnes marked T-,- I, T2 and T, show the location of the Èhreshold settings of the
Tv-lA spectrometer after Èhe instrument has been calibrated. Threshold T^ at

5
2'5 Mev' allows only those electrical pulses to be registered. whose amplitudes
correspond to gauma rays with energy levels above 2.5 Mev. T, similarly re_
sponds to 'gamxna energy levels above 1.6 Mev. I,rrhen both thorium and uranium are
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present duríng a measuremenË, then the reading at T, contains count.s resulting
from both during a measurement, then the reading at Tzcontains counLs resulting
from both elemenËs whereas T, contains counts from thorium only.

rt is possible then, to subtract the count due to thorium in the T,

renting trroriui
in the T, reading is a fixed multíple of the T, reading. rn rhe Tv-lA spec_.
trometer, thi-s mulËiple is 3.5. That is, the counË in Trdue t,o uraníum is 

lTz-3'5 t¡' A thorir¡m calibrating source and calibraÈion proced.ure, provided ,,, 
,,, 

.

with the instrument' ensures that. Ëhis is always the case. 
:

once the count Ín T, has been resolved. Ínto neÈ counL for uranium, :

ÍÈ Ís possible to arríve at a qu-antitatj-ve esÈi-mate of the maÈerial,grade. ThÍs
requires reference to cerËaÍn conditÍons descríbed in section 6-3.

SECTION 4

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

4.L INSPECTTON

After Lhe instrunent is unpacked, it should be carefully i.nspected
for possible damage received during transit. .ïf any shipping damage
is detected, immediately file a clain for äamage in shipment wiÊh the
carrier.

4-2 CONTROLS AND THEIR FIJNCTTON

There are six eontrols on the instrument. Theír functions are
dqscribed b-elors.
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4-3 OFF-ON SI^IITCH

This is a slide switch located under the front barrel. The insÈrument
is permanently turned on while Èhis switch is in the on position.

.4-4 TRIGGER SWITCH

ThÍs is a spring return on-off swiËch. Pulling the trígger will turn
the instrtrment on. The i-nstrument turns off when the sv¡iËch is re-
leased

Note: The trígger switch will- over-ride the off-on slide swiÈch when

the slide switch is in'the off posit,ion. The purpose of the trigger is
to act as a battery saver when the insÈrument is used, intermittently..
The slÍde swítch can :be,treft ,in :the,oFF-posit.ion.

4-5 METER SCALE SI^IITCH

This is a five position swÍtch. Four positÍons are used. to change the
meteÏsca1eandÈhefÍfthisusedÈocheckthebaÈterysupp1y

4-6 THRESHOLD SI4TITCH

This is a four posiËion sr¿itch. The firsÈ tr^ro positionsl are used to
selecÈ either the fast or s10w time constanÈ to be enpl0yed with
threshold Tr. 'The remaining :two positions select threshol_ds T^ and
T. to which the slow time constant, onLy, is applied.J

4-7 SPEAKER CONTROL

This Ís a poËentioneteï control located at the Ëop of Ëhe Ínstrr¡ment.
Rotation of this conÈrol perfonos the function of seÈting the sound,

pitch for any given radiation level. the seÈting of the control is ac
the operatorts option and can be set to give zero outpuÈ or a pi.tched
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tone ouËput at background

ehanges in repeËition rat.e

background level.

110

1eve1s. After a settÍng is selected,

or frequency will indicate a change in

CALIBRATION CONTROL

'ThÍs control is concealed. under the left hand vinyl covered panel.
To expose the control , l-ay the instrument flat r,¡ittr the handle tor¡ard
the operator and the meter to the rÍght. Remove four panel reÈainÍng
screlârs:a'-d note that there'ar.e Èr¡Io .short screv¡s and two long screws.
The long scre!üs fit the top and bottom holes. Lift the panel cl-ear.
This exposes the calibratíon conÈrol which Ís a small l0 revolution
Ërimpot' A sma1l scrers driver is provided with the instrument to fit
the adjustmenË screr¡/ on the potentiometer.

.CALIBRATION 
PROCEDURE

1' set the sPecËroneter on a flat surface with.Èhe calíbration control
facíng up and the meter in an easily read position.

2. Turn the instrument ON wíth the slide switch.
3. Set the scale sr¿itch on the X 100 position.
.4. , Set the threshold .sr¿Í.t_ch ,on ."T,

5. Rest the thorium source on the barrel of spectromeËer and move ít
forward or backward until the meter reads 90 divisÍons. ,nr" ," gooo

counts per minute and weLl above.the influence of any baekground..

6. SwiËch Èhe threshold swÍtcfr to T, and read the meter. IÊ should read
25dÍvi-sionstohavethe.necesSaIyraËíoofT.2=3:5

Tg
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rf the meter does not indicate 25 divisions then adjust the calibration
until a reading of. 25 is obtained.

Return the threshold swítch to t, and note that Èhe T, reading wilr
have changed. shift the thorium source to again obtain a reading of
90 and again recheck Tr.

ThÍs is a back and forth adjustment procedure with the object of ob:-

taining a rario of 3.5 for Tz/rs. The numbers of. 25 and 90 are only
used for conveníence. Any set of figures may be used.

tr{tren a ratio of T, = 3.5 is arrive.d'at, Èhe instrrment is calibrated.
%

A first tíme calihraLíon :may ,appeaï lengthy and.,,awk¡^¡ard., however, fuËure
calibrations will be considerably speeded up if the following is observed..

rmmediately following a calibration proced.ure, place the thorium source,
Tùith the small diameter,,si"dê¡ up against the end of the spectrometer.
Take a readÍng on Tr. Record this reading and refer to Ít in future
cal-Íbration checks. rf the future readings atre high or low then car-i_
bration.will be effected by'adjusting the caj-ibration control to obtaín
the same readíng agaín.

o

10.

SECTION 5

BATTERY TEST
AND REPLACEMENT

To test the condiËion of the bat.teries, set the meter

the battery test position. pull the trígger switch and read the

Fresh batteries rqill read at or near ful1 :rseale. when

ing drops below the red line, replace the batteries.

scale switch to

meter.

.the meter t¡ead-
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An additional feature has been incorporated inÈo the speaker drr-.ve

system such as to give an audible warning that the batteries are approaehing
the end of thei-r usefur life. The audible warni-ng is in the forn of an

interrupted tone' when this warning t.one occurs, it d.oes not impair the oper-
:

ation of the inst.rument.

Alkaline batterj-es have a Ëendency to recover afËer a rest perÍod. an¿

additional usage may be obtained if they are not discarded

To replace the batËeries, turn the knob at the bottom of Èhe handle in
a counteÏclockwise direction until it comes off. The batsËeries are now free-to
drop out' rnsert new batterÍes, positive end first, and replace the battery cap.

when the spectrometer is to 1ay idr-e for a long tÍme, renovei.the
batteries Èo avoid corrosion problems which mÍght result from baÈtery Leakage.

SECTION 6

I ¡STARMINATION FOR
r URANIUM, THORIiJM

6-1 EIPLANATION OF TL' 12 Æ{D T3 READTNGS

Following a calibration procedure, the Ëhree thresholds are estabLished
' on the gaûEna energy sPectrtl¡t, in the positions shor,¡n in FÍgure l.

T. is set at 2.5 Mev- and from the curves of the three elemenËs dis-J

Lum conÈaíns ganna radíaÈion with
,.energy 1eve1s above 2.5lMev. 'irhe .use of T3 then fo:ms the basis of ,a

' 
oiagnosÈic Èest for thorium. The number of counts, measured und.er con-
rolled eonditions' can also form the basis of a quantÍtative evaluaÈion

for thorium.

T^ is at 1'6 Mev.,and from Èhe curves, iÈ is apparent that Èhis threshold¿-
'provides 'a,.,díagnosti'c-t,e,st ,for :the presence of both uranium and thorium.
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T, is at r.6 Mev. and from rhe curves, ir is appare"a a""a;tt"
threshol-d provides a dÍagnostie test for the presence of both
uraniurn and thorium. The number of counts due to uranium in a
sample conraÍ-ning both ís readily established by subtracÈing 3.5
times the T, counts. The difference represenËs the counts relating
to uranÍum. The subtractíon of 3.5 times the T, counË is valÍd. sínce
this Ís the basís of the calibratíon procedure wÍth the thorium source.
The count remaÍning afÈer the subtraction can further be rera.ed to
the quantity of urani,m (in equilibriurn) that is present
T, Ís at 0.2 Mev. and. measurements r^rith this threshold will_ Íncl_ude
gânma courits fron all three elements of potassium, uranium and, thorium.
Th's is the most sensitive threshold posÍtion sÍnce it includ.es pïac_
ticall-y Ëhe entire energy spectnm. It is common therefore to employ
threshold one for general reconnaissanee.

BACKGROT]ND MEASUREMENT S

so far, the Ínfluence of natu.r,âl background radiation has noË been
introduced. rt is recognized however, that measurements on any sample
material i-nclude count contributions from background rad.iaËion. tr{hen
the count yÍeJ-d from a sárrple or in-situ measurement is 10w, Ít is
necessary to subtract the background count prior Lo any attempË at
qualitative or quantitative evaluation.

For survey work, the background count on all threshords should be re_
corded at an area aï/üay from any knoum source of radioactÍvity. For
sample work, the b.ackground should be taken at the l0caÈion Qf the
measuremenÈ si-te but wÍth radioactive samples removed to such a
distance that ran.dom position changes of Ëhe sampl-es d.o noÈ influence
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the general baekground 1eve1. rn all cases, no radioactive articles,
personal'or other¡nrise, should be in the víeinity of the instrument.
Background count 1eve1s aïe generally 1ow and difficult to establÍsh
to any high degree of accuracy, parËicularly in the upper threshold
settings. Extra care shour-d be taken to measure Èhe background.

Fortunately Èhe background does noË have to be measured. frequenË.ry so

a longer Èime can be taken Èo arrive at a more accurate measuremerit..

The background Ís recorded and subÈracted from future readings. The

background should be rechecked frorn time to Ëime but the frequency of
rechecki.ng depends on the nature of the r¿ork.

ISOLATING URANIIM

m and, ÈhorÍum, Èhe net
count due to ura:rium is obtained as follows

and background counÈs at T, - î

2. Measured ":;."-":';;;.':. r:i .^_J3
counts on sample at T, = C,

3. Counts at T3 due to thorium - Ca C3g = C3fh

counÈs at T, due to :Ëhorium antl uranium.= ,c2-c2' = a2(u + Th)
4. Counts at T, due to uranium only

= c2rJ'= c2(ïJ+lr.h) - 3'5 c3Th

c2u = Net counts per mínute in threshoi-d 2 due to uraniurn

afÈer the subtraction of all background and thorium

.count's- cru can *then.be,applíed 
Ëoward. a QuanËi-tative

estimate of grade as per Section 6_4.
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C3Th = Net counËs per ninute

after the subtraction

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATTON

The relatíonship between Ëhe counts

active materi al and the assay gr.ade

many variables.

1L5

threshold 3 due to thorium

the background counËs.

per minute obtained from radfo_

of the naterial is subjecÈ to

in

of

6-4

Among these are; geometry of the material, distrÍbution of the radio_
active elements in the "uraterial , volume, .densíË¡1, distance of probe
to source, background ehanges, and equilibrium state. The most. d.epend_
able method of quanti.taÈive evaluaËion includes the control of as

lng fÍxed proced,ures.
The measurements on test sampres are then related to accuïatel-y assayed
s¡mples of preferably the same or near the same grade as the grade of
the test samples- rn-situ measurements are more difficur-t to relate
because of lack of conÈrol on the source. However, several considerations
can be applied Èo minimize the variables.
To enhance Ëhe usefulness of the instrument on initÍa' applications, an
approximatere1ationshipbetweencountsperminuteandgradeis

tabulated below' The operaÈor ís cautÍoned. Ëo us,e these as ,approxÍmations
only unËil verificaÈion ruith assayed samples can be obtaÍned. AssumpÈion
is made that Êhe uranÍum is in,equilibrium.

TEST CONDITIONS

5 ,1b. ,.Sample: The diameter of the contaÍner containing 5 lbs. of
crushed material was 4-.L 2 inches.

The .probe was brought into contact wi,th material
through the top of the container



In-Situ

5 1b. Sample
(probe in contact
with sampLe
material_

1c.p.m.

2TlGeometry
(probe Ín contact
with flat outcïop
of the same maËerial)

10 c. p. m.

4YGeometry
(probe recessed. Ín
ground so crystaL is
considered completely
covered)

20 c. p. m.

_13_

ar6
The readings shornrn in the in-situ column were

extrapol-ated from the approximaÈe emperical-

relationship between hand. samples and. Èhe same

material of homogeneous consistency in_situ, as

follows:

GRADE LEVELS (Fart,s peï::mÍllrron)

10

100

1,000

Uranium

p.p.m.
Trc. p.ur.

5 lb.

sample

5

50

500

net counts.,for

net counts for

Tre. p.n.
2T

G-eometry

50

500

5,000

Thorium

P.P rm.

10.

100

1 ,000

Trc. p .n.
5 lb.

sample-

15

150

Trc.p.m.

2Tl

Geometry

15

. 150

I,500

Tz

t3
"uranium

thorium

Cru . (:S"ee¡ion 6=3)

Crrn(Section 6-3)
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SECTION 7

INTERNAL INSPECTION
OF INSTRI]¡{ENT

LII

trfhere it is necessary to examine the instrr¡menÈ internally the
followÍ-ng procedures can be used to get at any part of the instruoent.

The instrument is l-aid out in three sectíons. The main sectÍon
is conËained in the square tube and conËains all Èhe componenËs and, cÍrcuits
ímportant. t,o the operation of the.ínstrument. The.,,speaker..and.speaker .driv-e .

circuits are housed in Èhe top compartment. The baÈteries and off-on switches
are located in the lower or handle section.

To remove the main section 1.ay the instrument flat and remove the
panel concealing the calibration control-. This also exposes a plug through
whích the batÈery and speaker connections are made. carefully,pu1-1 ouÈ Ëhe
plug' This removes all electrÍcal contacÈ to Èhe ínternal- circuiÈs. NexÈ

unscrehr four studs r¿hich act as stops for the threshold switch and.the meter
::scale switch' s1Í'de off the rubber meter guard and lif Ë .the engraved ,escutheon
or dial plaLe' 

,Remove the rubber seal by lifting it out of position. Now, by
grasping the two switch shafts at the threaded areas, pu1-l towards the meter
end' A'11 'the lnternal components aïe.mountedæn,.ar,tïayiârld the .tliêy wf1l "slÍde

'.

To ínspect the Ëop and bottom compaïtment it is necessar¡r to remove
vsíx screws that are exposed when the vinyl panel is removed.. The Íastrtrment is
then turned' over on the other síde and six addítional screws are removed after

Jlfting the vinyl:Pane-l . 
'''4,11 ;parts:.of :the;:spectromeÈer hawe;now been ,e)tposed,.


